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Introduction 

This Consultation Statement has been prepared with the aim of fulfilling the legal 

obligations of the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012, which are set out in 

the Legislative basis in section 5.0. It included the following: 

a) details of the persons or bodies consulted and how they were consulted 

b) summary of the main issues and concerns raised during the consultation 

process and  

c) how the issues and concerns have been considered to inform the submission 

plan 

The consultation statement also includes the following: 

 Annex A: Comments from Horsham District  Council and other statutory 

consultees  

 Annex B: summary of consultation responses from residents and other bodies 

The parish council and steering group have carried out a series of consultation 

activities with residents and statutory bodies.  Interested parties were also consulted 

to enable an extensive engagement and involvement in the preparation of the 

Neighbourhood Plan. 

 

This consultation statement sets out details of all the events and activities carried out 

in the parish and with key bodies identified as stakeholders. All activities were carried 

out to ensure full inclusivity in the decision-making throughout the development of 

the plan.  
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Background and Plan Preparation Process 

 

In May 2013 the parish council sought clarification on why a plan would be needed 

in the parish and set out to consult with residents. There were publications of the 

intention to produce a plan in June 2013 in the parish Newsletter delivered to all 

Households. 

Following the publication, the parish council formally decided in June 2013 to seek 

Neighbourhood Planning status.  Consideration was given to “clustering” with one or 

more neighbouring parishes, but it was felt that the distinctive nature of the 

community - different in function, population profile, and appearance - made such 

an idea inappropriate. As evidence of these distinctions, the 2011 census shows the 

resident population of Upper Beeding to be younger than in the main neighbouring 

settlement of Steyning (52% under 44 years old, compared to 44%), poorer 

(evidenced by 16% detached housing compared to 52%), and worse educated 

(25% to degree level compared to 43%).  A provisional team was set up. 

The neighbourhood plan area boundary was determined and an application was 

submitted to Horsham District Council (HDC) for designation in August 2013. This 

application was approved by HDC in December 2013 

 

The three main stages up to submission comprises the following: 

 Vision and Evidence Report – this report summarises all the evidence on 

which the plan was to be based  

 Pre-Submission Plan– this comprised the draft vision, objectives, policies, 

proposals and sites allocated for development for the statutory six week 

consultation period 

 Submission Plan – this took into account the representations received on the 

pre submission plan and where appropriate, amendments were made.   
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The Designated Upper Beeding Parish Neighbourhood Plan Area 
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Steering Group Membership (From September 2013 – December 2018) 

Chairman 1. Sean Teatum   

Members Chris Warren LEFT 

  Sandra Bearman LEFT  

Frank Faulkner LEFT  

Gaynor Faulkner LEFT  

Joyce Shaw LEFT  

Christine Salmo LEFT  

Roger Salmon LEFT 

Simon Birnstingl, LEFT 

Neil Bird, LEFT  

Chris Verney LEFT 

Mike Bray, LEFT 

2. John Rowland,  

3. Alan Chilver,  

4. Juliet Hindson  

5. Sally Novell-Baker 

Katherine Bowlan NEW / LEFT 

Geoff Parker NEW/ LEFT 

Carole Parker NEW / LEFT 

6. Miles Carey NEW 

7. Joyce Shaw REJOINED 

8. Andrew Purchess NEW 

9. Jennifer Wood NEW 

Pete Gardner NEW (Advisory) 

 

The above shows the Team over the years, the top 4 left after around 8 

months those with no comment are the original team and still going. Those 

with NEW joined after about 2 years and some remain. The Team now is 

around 9 as numbered and in bold. 

 

 

Steering Group 

The need to pull together a formal steering group to take this plan forward was identified 

in August 2013 and a neighbourhood plan committee, comprising a mixture of parish 

councillors and community representatives was set up with their first meeting held on 11 

September 2013. 

 

From its first meeting, the Steering Group agreed that the Neighbourhood Plan could only 

be a success if the process was representative of the community and the final plan 

reflected and responded to their views. To this they set out to engage with residents and 

recruit those still interested to be part of the steering and or focus group. 

The steering group was also divided up into focus groups to enable them to handle areas 

of concerns. These focus groups were extended out of the steering group with other 

interested members joining. The areas identified to be of concern to the parish are  

 Environmental & Countryside  
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 Community & Infrastructure  

 Local Economy  

 Housing & Development  

 Transport & Traffic (which was combined in all of the above) 

These focus groups were tasked with looking at the relevant issues, strengths, 

opportunities and threats for the parish from their thematic perspective. This 

involved reviewing existing evidence, including previous community consultation 

conducted in the parish in the last 10 years. The focus group findings are seen later 

in the document. 
 

 

Neighbourhood Plan Engagement Activities 
 

 
 

Visioning Workshop 
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A visioning workshop was held with steering group members and their consultants on 1st 

December 2014. The purpose of the workshop was to gain an understanding of Upper 

Beeding. To ascertain its planning context and constraints, development pressures, spatial 

structure and its character and assets. The outcome of this workshop led to a vision report 

which is available on the Parish Council website.  

 

Neighbourhood Plan Survey (November 2013) 

As part of the process of consulting with residents over the development of the 

Neighbourhood Plan, the Steering Group produced an initial survey for residents and 

businesses in December 2013 and produced results in January 2014 which were published 

to all residents via the Parish newsletter in March 2014.  

 

The survey was conducted using a questionnaire consisting of both closed and open-

ended questions. The survey generated a total of 335 responses of which 281 represented 

Upper Beeding, 51 represented Small Dole and 3 represented Edburton. None were 

received from Truleigh Hill. 

 

The response to what things most need improving were as follows;  

 

 73% Cement Works 

 47% Traffic Speed 

 37% Activities for Teenagers 

 26% Public Transport 

 26% Affordable Housing 

 

Call for Sites 

Initial call August. September 2014 and follow up calls in 2016 and closing in October 2017 
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Housing Needs Survey (November – December 2015) 

The review of the existing housing need survey evidence from 2007, resulted in the need to 

further undertake a new housing needs survey for a more informed and up to date 

evidence of housing needs in the Parish including Small Dole, Truleigh Hill and Edburton. A 

detailed report of the survey can be found in the Housing and Development group report 

as well as on the parish council website 
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Youth Survey 

The Neighbourhood Plan has to address the needs of the Younger People of the Parish, 

who will be the main benefactors of the Plan in the longer term. Therefore the steering 

group delivered a children and youth questionnaire to be completed by children and 

young people in the parish. 

Business Survey 

A business needs survey was carried out in the Parish in February/March 2015. In Upper 

Beeding a total of 28 businesses were canvassed, Edburton 4, Small Dole 2, Mackleys 

Industrial Estate 30, and Golding Barn 13. Out of the surveys delivered a total of 44 were 

returned giving a response rate of 57%. Although the survey was conducted on a no cost 

basis with ultimately possible benefit to local business there was some apathy with poorly 

completed, partly completed or not completed at all survey returns. The outcome of the 

survey can be seen in the Neighbourhood Plan Evidence Report on the parish website.  

Beeding & Shoreham Cement Works 

The Steering Group also engaged with the community on what and how they would like 

development to happen on the old Cement Works Site that has been redundant for the 

past 20+ years. They carried out a questionnaire in 2014 asking people for their key issues 

and 74% said they would like to see something done to the Cement Works Site rather than 

it being left as an eyesore and blot on the countryside in SDNP. The Steering Group 

constantly engaged with the site owner and the South Downs National Park Authorities as 

well as working with a professional architect to turn the community ideas into innovative 

proposals. 

Monthly Updates 

 

There has been monthly updates on the Upper Beeding Neighbourhood Planning process 

on the Upper Beeding Parish Council website to keep residents up to date and in the loop 

on stages and progress of the plan. The updates also include feedback to any meetings 

or consultation activities carried out. 

 

NDP Launch Publicity  

 

From launching of the Upper Beeding Plan until the Regulation 14 consultation, the 

Steering group has sought to engage the community in many ways using a variety of 

techniques, methods and venues as well as piggybacking on other community events. 

The Group has communicated widely with all parties through face to face meetings, 

special events, presenting at community events, through questionnaires, housing needs 

and business needs surveys, Newsletters, Parish Council Meetings and Showcase events, 

the local press, radio and TV. This has enabled a very good dialogue and consensus of 

what people wanted, what could be considered and what would be feasible to deliver. 

 

They Steering Group attended a number of organised community events to engage with 

residents and get their views, opinions and concerns. These include: 

 Cakes and Hula Hoop event (Beeding and Bramber Village Hall) 23rd. May 2014 

 The Upper Beeding School Fair, Upper Beeding- 21st. June 2014  

 The 3Bs Fete, Bramber - 12th. July 2014 

 Small Dole Horticultural Show –16th. August 2014 

 Rising Sun Beer Festival, Upper Beeding – 23rd. – 25th. Aug 2014 

 Rydon Homes Meeting 25th September 2014 - Beeding and Bramber Village Hall 

 23rd. April 2015 Annual Parish Meeting,  
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 11th. July 2015 Small Dole Village Hall Site Proposals,  

 12th. July 2015 UB Village Hall Site Proposals.  

 Presentation to APM on 28th April 2016 

 Presentation to APM on 27th April 2017 and feedback from residents 

 Monthly reports produced for the Parish Council Meetings and published on the PC 

website and on the UBNP Facebook page 

 Meeting with Small Dole Village Hall Team and residents on 27th September 2017 to 

discuss progress of NP, sites in Small Dole and ongoing communications. 

 Presentation and stand at the APM 26th April 2018 

 NP Update & Consultation Flyer delivered to All Residents 

 Signs & Notices placed around the Parish June 2018 

 UB Primary School Summer Fete on 23rd June 2018,  

 the 3Bs Annual Garden Party on the 14th July 3018 

 the Small Dole Summer Fair on the 11th August 2018 

 Walk-in sessions the UB Village Hall on 12th July 2018 between 4pm – 8pm  

 Walk-in session the Small Dole Village Hall on 10th July 2018 between 4pm – 8pm. 

 

 

Neighbourhood Plan display at the 3Bs Fete, Bramber - 12th. July 2014 

 
 

 

At each of these events, the community had an opportunity to voice their opinions 

through a notice board approach, discuss with focus group teams, through emails and 

telephone calls to the NP Steering Group. 

 

Posters and notices have been placed on parish council notice boards – since the 

Steering Group was formed to keep the community up to date with progress and giving 

them email/office and telephone numbers to make comments and voice their opinions. 

Articles in the local press, Shoreham, Steyning Herald, County Times, Splash FM, BBC Radio 

Sussex during July & August 2014. Articles and notices in the Parish Bulletin sent to each 

household – June 2013 and every quarter a full page has been dedicated to the 

Neighbourhood Plan, its progress and how individuals can contribute to the plan. 
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Annual Parish Meetings 

The Upper Beeding neighbourhood plan has been part of the agenda for the parish 

Annual meetings where updates are provided and comments/questions raised by 

residents responded to. These meetings took place in April 2014, April 2015, April 2016, April 

2017 and April 2018 

 

Upper Beeding Neighbourhood Plan display at Annual Parish Meetings 

 
 

 

Newsletters and Publications 

 

 Various publications Nov. 2015 – March 2016 on the Site Allocation Process and 

meetings with SDNPA & HDC. 

 NP Update via the Parish Newsletter March 2016 delivered to all residents 

 NP Update via the Parish Newsletter June 2016 delivered to all residents 

 NP Update via the Parish Newsletter September 2016 delivered to all residents 

 NP Update via the Parish Newsletter December 2016 delivered to all residents 

 NP Update via the Parish Newsletter March 2017 delivered to all residents 

 NP Update via the Parish Newsletter June 2017 delivered to all residents 

 NP Update via the Parish Newsletter September 2017 delivered to all residents 

 NP Update via the Parish Newsletter December 2017 delivered to all residents 

 NP Update via the Parish Newsletter March 2018 delivered to all residents 

 NP Update via the Parish Newsletter June 2018 delivered to all residents 

 NP Update via the Parish Newsletter September 2018 delivered to all residents 

 NP Update via the Parish Newsletter December 2018 delivered to all residents 

ALL newsletters gave an update on NP progress over last 3 months 
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Website and Social Media 

 Updates on the Upper Beeding Parish Council website and supporting documents 

for public viewing. http://upperbeeding-pc.gov.uk/ 

 Some use of community21 website: 

http://community21.org/communities/upperbeeding/ 

Updates on social media – Facebook https://www.facebook.com/pages/Upper-

Beeding-Neighbourhood-

http://upperbeeding-pc.gov.uk/
http://community21.org/communities/upperbeeding/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Upper-Beeding-Neighbourhood-Plan/288444897999077?pnref=lhc
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Upper-Beeding-Neighbourhood-Plan/288444897999077?pnref=lhc
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Plan/288444897999077?pnref=lhc

 
 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Upper-Beeding-Neighbourhood-Plan/288444897999077?pnref=lhc
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Upper-Beeding-Neighbourhood-Plan/288444897999077?pnref=lhc
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Choice of Development Sites  
 

 Call for Sites – advertised on the parish council website, notice boards and posters 

 

Sites Identified for Possible Development in Upper Beeding 
SITE NUMBERS HIGHLIGHTED IN GREEN ARE IN SDNP 

 
1 Strip of land Smugglers Lane 10- 16 Homes  which 40% would be 

affordable + some recreational land 

2 Field at Pound Lane above land in 1 18 Market Homes & 13 Affordable + 2 

Acres Recreational Land 

3 Field at Pound Lane above land in 2 15 Market Homes & 8 Affordable + 1 Acre 

Recreational Land 

4 2 Dacre Villas 2 Market Homes 

5 Newbrook Ind. Est.  Pound Lane 8-9  Homes to be rented, Planning 

already granted 

6 Land at Greenfields Henfield Road 10 Market & 6 Affordable Homes 

7 Land on Shoreham Road High Trees 10 Market & 10 Affordable, Park & Playing 

Field 

8 Field next to the Rising Sun. Sheltered Housing X 20 Units 

9 Shoreham Rd behind trees between Toll 

Cottage and bungalows. 

Care Home 20 x beds or 2 Bedroom 

Starter Homes x 8 

10 Cement Works Possible 90+ for Workers on site 

11 Behind Post Office, Small Dole. Oxcroft 

Farm South End. 

10 Market & 5 Affordable Homes .No 

response from owner 

12 The Bostal Between Blesswell Farm and 

12 Castletown 

3 Market Homes 

13 College Rd 24 Houses , possible some1 bedroom 

homes. SDNP not very supportive 

14 Beeding Court Farm 10X1,10X2, 10X3&10X4 bedroom.  

Affordable and Market homes 

15 Henfield Rd Castletown 8-10 Affordable Homes 

16 Valerie Manor Henfield Rd 20 Additional Beds for Caring 

17 Church Farm UB Adj. Caravan Park 12 Homes 8 Market & 4 Affordable 

 

From sites identified as possible development sites the following analysis was produced on 

feedback provided from Community Engagement in Small Dole on 11th July and Upper Beeding 

on 12th July where 292 people attended in total which is approximately 10.4% of the adult 

population and 191 responses were received.  

 

 

SITES  Develop-YES    Develop-NO 

 1 Strip of land Smugglers Lane 21 109 NO 

2 Field at Pound Lane next to above land 22 113 NO 

3 Field next to the above 20 108 NO 

4 2 Dacre Villas 89 24 YES 

5 Land at by the larger stables Pound Lane 34 61 NO 

6 

Land at Greenfields Henfield Road/Shoreham 

Road 66 43 YES 

7 Land on Shoreham Road near to High Trees 47 61 NO 

8 Field next to the Rising Sun.  53 66 NO 

9 Shoreham Rd Toll Cottage to row of bungalows.  58 42 YES 

10 Cement Works 99 16 YES 
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11 

Behind Post Office, Small Dole. Co-ordinates 

215128 16 1 YES 

12 

Tthe Bostal between Blesswell Farm & 12 

Castletown, 14 3 YES 

13 College Rd 3 15 NO 

14 Beeding Court Farm 42 67 NO 

15 Henfield Rd Castletown 2 14 NO 

16 Valerie Manor Henfield Rd 14 4 YES 

17 Church Farm adj. caravan park 6 9 NO 

  

Total Attended 292 

  

UB Survey Returned 182 

  

SD Survey Returned 9 

  

Total 191 

 

A further meeting is planned with AirS and rCOH to agree sites for Development based on 

feedback from Engagement Sessions, responses, evidence received and criteria agreed 

to base each site on. 

 

Site Selection  
A sub-committee was formed to assess the sites along with AiRS. A set of criteria was 

produced to assess each site and the principles used agreed by the whole NP Team. The 

NP team was asked to input their scores which were discussed at the NP meeting on the 

9th. September. During the meeting the following sites were agreed to go forward for 

approval by the PC. The PC supported these proposals at their Committee meeting on the 

6th. October 2015. 

 

POSSIBLE SITES FOR INCLUSION IN OUR DRAFT PLAN 

 

From the criteria used to assess the sites, the sites below came out as those best suited and 

were recommended for further debate and support  

 Strip of Land Smugglers Lane (No.1) 

 Church Farm Adj. to Caravan Park (No.17) 

 

(No. 1 & No. 17 WILL BE DEPENDENT ON THE OUTCOME OF THE TRAFFIC REPORT BEING 

CARRIED OUT BY THE PC IN & AROUND POUND LANE.  ANY RECOMMENDATIONS MUST BE 

FULFILLED BEFORE THE SITES CAN BE CONSIDERED.) 

 Greenfields Henfield Rd. (No. 6) 

 Valerie Manor (No.16) Accommodation for day care, a specialist residential facility for 

dementia and / or nursing care to manage the demands of the local community 

 Cement Works (No 10) appropriate affordable houses for the Employees as part of the 

Cement Works Development. 

 Behind PO Small Dole. Oxcroft Farm Southern end. Only got response from Solicitors 

when advised we would not include as no response. Now waiting to see proposals. We 

will not accept any large developments.   

 Beeding Court Farm (No.14) could blend in well with existing Industrial Estate, align with 

the existing bungalows opposite, not severely impact the view from Truleigh & Tattys 

Hill, provide amenity land and not damage any existing hedgerows or historic 

buildings.  

 

(No.14 INCLUDED TO TRY & MEET THE VILLAGES NEED FOR MORE AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND 

WILL BE DEPENDENT ON SDNP APPROVAL) 
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In addition for possible consideration in the future are: 

- The Large Garage Compounds Upper Beeding in the centre of the area bounded 

by Manor Road, Newland Road and Truleigh Road, these could be demolished for 

housing if an owner could be found to own the idea (possibly Parish Council), all 

garage owners agree to sell at a market price and a Community Land Trust lead 

found to manage the build of the houses.  

- The site currently occupied by Edburton Contractors on Truleigh Manor Farm, 

Edburton Road, Edburton, This site although within the SDNP is a brownfield site soon 

to become vacant when the current owners move. 

 

 Rydon Development September 2014 –  

 Small Dole Village Hall Site Proposals – July 2015 -  

 Upper Beeding Village Hall Site Proposals. – July 2015 

 Various publications on site allocation process - Nov. 2015 – September 2016  

 

Draft Plans of sites and policies were presented to the APM on 27th April 2017. The 

residents were overwhelmingly upset by HDC’s position on NPs in progress and their 

insistence that PCs had to undertake new Housing NSs or risk their NPs not being 

supported. These ranged from just do it anyway and see what happens to getting Nick 

Herbert involved.  

Eventually after further meetings and guidance from HDC, our Planning Consultants and 

agreement of the PC we agreed to resubmit our requirements to Locality for financial 

assistance and engage AECOM to carry out a HNS and Site Assessment for us. 
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REVISED SITE ALLOCATIONS 

 AECOM Housing Needs Assessment resulted in identifying a need for 213 dwellings, 

or 15 dwellings per year over the Plan Period of 15 years (rounded).   

 Due to the environmental and planning constraints in the parish, it is unlikely that 

the housing needs figure set out in the AECOM Housing Needs study will be 

achieved.  

 The impact of new housing on areas of flood risk, the landscape setting of the 

South Downs, the open countryside and other matters cannot be underestimated.  

 Despite encouraging landowners to come forward during the call for sites exercise, 

less than 20 sites were submitted.  

 From the list only 9 sites were assessed by AECOM of which 7 were recommended 

for possible development. 

The following sites are allocated for the provision of around 115 new homes over the Plan 

period: 

Site Ref.     Location/description          Site area (ha) SHELAA Ref.      Current land use  

Site 1     Strip of Land, Smugglers Lane     0.66        SA055           Agriculture, grazing 

Site 2     Land East of Pound Lane  1.09        SA483           Agriculture, grazing 

Site 3     Little Paddocks                         2.17        SA488           Agriculture, grazing,  

Site 4     Greenfields, Henfield Road         0.32            –            Highways Depot 

Site 5     Oxcroft Farm, Small Dole            1.31            –            Farm, agriculture 

Site 6     Valerie Manor                    0.44            –            Greenfield   

Site 8     Riverside Caravan Park            0.22            –            Static Homes   

The exact and final numbers of housing to be accommodated on each site will be 

confirmed once technical studies and surveys as set out in each individual site policy are 

completed and approved by the relevant authorities.   

The Neighbourhood Plan also supports further care home provision at Valerie Manor, 

Henfield Road 

Community Engagement Events 

After the call for sites and innovative plans for cement works were carried out to share the 

information, plans and ideas gathered and at two community engagement events. These 

were held on the 11th July f2014 rom 11.00am to 3pm at the Small Dole Village Hall and the 

12th July 2014 from l1.00am to 3pm at the Upper Beeding Village Hall.  

 

Engaging with Local Authorities (Horsham District Council & South Downs National Park 

Authority - Various meetings with SDNPA, HDC and others have been held over the last 5 

years and the majority documented within the regular notes issued from meetings and NP 

Team Meetings and can be found in date order under http://upperbeeding-

pc.gov.uk/neighbourhood-plan/latest-news-documents/ on the PC website. 

http://upperbeeding-pc.gov.uk/neighbourhood-plan/latest-news-documents/
http://upperbeeding-pc.gov.uk/neighbourhood-plan/latest-news-documents/
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Regulation 14 Consultation 
 

The Parish Council approved the pre-submission plan for a six week consultation period to 

start from the 25th June until 13th August 2018. Copies of the plan was available to 

download from the website and for reading at the following locations:  

 St. Peter’s,  

 The HUB Baptist Church,  

 The Towers Chapel, 

 St. Andrews Edburton,  

 The Steyning and Small Dole Libraries,  

 The UB Newsagent,  

 The Doctor’s Surgery UB,  

 The Kings Head,  

 The Rising Sun,  

 The Fox,  

 Nisa in Hyde Square,  

 The UB Parish Office back of Hyde Square,  

 The Henfield Parish Office and The PO Small Dole. 

 

Additionally smaller posters were placed around the villages (from 7th July) advertising the 

Draft Plan and consultation process and where to find more info. It was publicised through 

various means to encourage maximum participation and inclusion. It was made available 

on the parish council website with a link for those who would like to respond online. There 

was a word version that could be filled in online and emailed as an attachment. There 

was also a PDF version that could be downloaded and filled it by hand. 

The Steering Group were present at the UB Primary School Summer Fete on 23rd June to  

raise awareness of the Reg 14 consultation  

 

 
 

The Steering Group held walk in sessions at Small Dole Village Hall on the 10th July and at 

Upper Beeding Village Hall on 12th July (where there was a flow of people, but not 

crowds. More signs and banners were placed around all the villages to increase 

awareness of the consultation.  
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UB Village Hall July 2017 

The Steering group were also present at the 3Bs Annual Garden Party on the 14th July, the 

Small Dole Summer Fair on 11th August to provide feedback and answer questions and 

concerns on the Pre Submission Plan that was out for the Regulation 14 Consultation.  
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All Landowners or their representatives were sent notification of the consultation start and 

end dates and how to respond. 

 

Statutory Consultees who were sent the Plan were;   

 West Sussex County Council 

 Adur & Worthing District Council 

 South Downs National Park Authority 

 Horsham District Council 

 Fulking Parish Council 

 Lancing Parish Council 

 Henfield Parish Council 

 Bramber Parish Council 

 Steyning Parish Council 

 Historic England 

 Environment Agency 

 Highways Agency 

 Natural England 

 Southern Water 

 

Responses to pre-submission Plan consultation  

A total of 92 responses were received throughout the consultation period. Of these 

responses,  

 7 were received from the key statutory bodies  

 3 were received from landowners and or their agents 

 1 was received from groups and organisations 

 81 were received from residents in Upper Beeding 

The following Statutory Consultees made Representations:  

 Horsham District Council 

 South Downs National Park Authority 

 West Sussex County Council 

 Bramber Parish Council 

 Natural England 

 Southern Water 

 Environment Agency 

Annex B includes these representations and the Steering Group’s responses. 

Overview of Non Statutory Responses 

Representations to Policies  

 Policy 1: Spatial Plan for the Parish -7 comments were made on this policy.  

 Policy 2: Housing Allocations - 38 comments were made 

 Policy 3: Land east of Pound Lane, Upper Beeding - 39 comments were made 

 Policy 4: Land at southern end of Oxcroft Farm, Small Dole – 3 comments were 

made 

 Policy 5: Land at Greenfields, Henfield Road, Upper Beeding - 2 comments were 

made 

 Policy 6: Riverside Caravan Park, Upper Beeding - 5 comments were made 
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 Policy 7: Land at Valerie Manor, Henfield Road, Upper Beeding - 2 comments were 

made. 

 Policy 8: Design Standards for New Development – 2 comments were made 

 Policy 9: Community Facilities - 0 comments were made 

 Policy 10: Employment Sites and Supporting Businesses - 3 comments were made 

 Policy 11: Local Green Spaces - 2 comments were made 

A schedule of the consultation responses and the Steering Group’s responses to these 

comments is provided in the Regulation 14 Schedule of Representations (Annex A).  It also 

describes how these issues and concerns have been considered and where relevant, 

addressed in the submission Plan.  

The recommendations in this report were provided by the Planning Consultant and were 

reviewed, discussed and agreed by the Steering Group in September, October and 

November 2018. Meetings were held with the Local Planning authorities and some of the 

landowners early October 2018 to address some of the representations made and the 

future of the sites identified in Policy 3. In addition because of the landowner’s 

representative Rydon submitting plans for part of this site residents close to this site made 

representations to both the PC and HDC that they did not support the plans. The NP Team 

also recommended to the PC not to support these plans as the policy stated that plans 

must be produced for the whole of the site as outlined in Policy 3. 

Additional changes were also carried out on the Sequential Test Document to meet the 

requirements of the EA and HDC and with the support of the landowner. 

The plan was then amended and submitted to the Upper Beeding Parish Council for 

approval to be submitted to Horsham District Council for Regulation 15 on the 8th. January 

2019. 

 

Recommendations for modifications to the submission Neighbourhood Plan 

The recommendations for minor amendments to the relevant policies of the Upper 

Beeding Neighbourhood Plan as outlined both Annex A (UBNP: Pre-Submission Plan 

schedule of Comments Received from Individuals and Annex B (schedule of comments 

received from statutory consultees) have been taken into consideration in amending the 

Plan for submission. The Submission plan has also been modified to take account of 

changes suggested by Horsham District Council. 

 

 
Conclusion 
The consultation of activities with residents and statutory bodies have been carried out 

since the inception of the plan. Upper Beeding and Small Dole residents have had many 

opportunities to become informed and engaged about the Neighbourhood Plan. 

Opportunities to provide information, express their views and concerns as well as make 

suggestions for improvements.  

 

This Consultation Statement captures but not limited to the consultation and engagement 

activities undertaken. It is therefore considered to comply fully with Part 5, Section 15 of 

the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations, 2012. 
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Table 1: Main Documents Produced for the Upper Beeding NDP 

Document Description 

Upper Beeding NDP Evidence Paper Profile of the parish with summaries and evidence of 
focus groups and survey findings  

Vision Report   

Upper Beeding Focus Group Reports Containing findings and outcome of the focus groups- all 
available on the parish council website 

UPNP Pre-Submission Plan The draft plan which was put out for consultation to 
residents, organisations and statutory consultees  

UPNP SA/SEA  
UPNP Consultation Statement Statement of how consultation was carried out to meet 

statutory requirements 

UPNP: Consultation Statement Annexes A and 
B 

Tables showing the representations received on the Pre-
Submission Plan and the responses made to them 

UPNP Submission Plan: Basic Conditions 
Statement 

Statement of how the Plan meets the statutory basic 
conditions 

  

 

 

Table 2: List of persons and organisations consulted on the Pre- Submission Plan 

Residents Local Authorities 

All households in Upper Beeding Parish Horsham District Council 

Households in Small Dole Parish South Downs National Park Authority 

Statutory Bodies (Regional and National) West Sussex County Council 

Natural England Adur and Worthing Councils 

Historic England Steyning Parish Council 

Environment Agency Bramber Parish Council 

Highways Agency Henfield Parish Council 

Southern water Fulking Parish Council 

 Lancing Parish Council 
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 Annex A contains all representations from residents and agents with steering group 

comments 

 

 Annex B is the Regulation 14 Summary report from Statutory Consultees.  

 

 
Glossary of Terms 

 
 
Accessibility: Ensuring that all public spaces are easy to get into and all services can be used to 
ensure everyone in society is welcomed without barriers. 
Adoption: The final confirmation of a Development Plan or Local Development. Document as 

having statutory status by a Local Planning Authority (LPA). 

AECOM: A multinational consultancy instructed to undertake the housing needs assessment and 

site assessment for the Upper Beeding neighbourhood plan.  

Affordable Housing1: housing for sale or rent, for those whose needs are not met by the market 

(including housing that provides a subsidised route to home ownership and/or is for essential local 

workers); and which complies with one or more of the following definitions: 

a) Affordable housing for rent: meets all of the following conditions: (a) the rent is set in accordance 

with the Government’s rent policy for Social Rent or Affordable Rent, or is at least 20% below local 

market rents (including service charges where applicable); (b) the landlord is a registered provider, 

except where it is included as part of a Build to Rent scheme (in which case the landlord need not 

be a registered provider); and (c) it includes provisions to remain at an affordable price for future 

eligible households, or for the subsidy to be recycled for alternative affordable housing provision. 

For Build to Rent schemes affordable housing for rent is expected to be the normal form of 

affordable housing provision (and, in this context, is known as Affordable Private Rent). 

b) Starter homes: is as specified in Sections 2 and 3 of the Housing and Planning Act 2016 and 

any secondary legislation made under these sections. The definition of a starter home should 

reflect the meaning set out in statute and any such secondary legislation at the time of plan-

preparation or decision-making. Where secondary legislation has the effect of limiting a 

household’s eligibility to purchase a starter home to those with a particular maximum level of 

household income, those restrictions should be used. 

                                                 

1 NPPF 2018 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740441/National_Plan
ning_Policy_Framework_web_accessible_version.pdf 

 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740441/National_Planning_Policy_Framework_web_accessible_version.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740441/National_Planning_Policy_Framework_web_accessible_version.pdf
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c) Discounted market sales housing: is that sold at a discount of at least 20% below local market 

value. Eligibility is determined with regard to local incomes and local house prices. Provisions 

should be in place to ensure housing remains at a discount for future eligible households. 

d) Other affordable routes to home ownership: is housing provided for sale that provides a route to 

ownership for those who could not achieve home ownership through the market. It includes shared 

ownership, relevant equity loans, other low cost homes for sale (at a price equivalent to at least 

20% below local market value) and rent to buy (which includes a period of intermediate rent). 

Where public grant funding is provided, there should be provisions for the homes to remain at an 

affordable price for future eligible households, or for any receipts to be recycled for alternative 

affordable housing provision, or refunded to Government or the relevant authority specified in the 

funding agreement. 

Amenity: A positive element or elements that contribute to the overall character or enjoyment of 

an area. For example, open land, trees, historic buildings and the inter-relationship between them, 

or less tangible factors such as tranquillity. 

AOD: Above ordnance datum. Ordnance datum is the mean sea level calculated from observation 

taken at Newlyn, Cornwall, and used as the official basis for height calculation on British maps.  

Biodiversity: The whole variety of life on earth. It includes all species of plants and animals, their 

genetic variation and the ecosystems of which they are a part. 

Brownfield/ Previously Developed Land (PDL): In the sequential approach this is preferable to 

Greenfield land. It is land which is or was occupied by a permanent structure (excluding agricultural 

or forestry buildings) and associated fixed surface infrastructure. The definition covers the curtilage 

of the development. Previously- developed land may occur in both built-up and rural settings. 

Built-up Area Boundaries (BUAB): These identify the areas in the District of primarily built form, 

rather than countryside. They identify areas within which development of brownfield land may 

normally be appropriate, including infilling, redevelopment and conversions in accordance with 

Government Policy and Guidance (NPPF and NPPG). They do not include a presumption for the 

development of greenfield land such as playing fields and other open space. Identified built-up 

area boundaries do not necessarily include all existing developed areas. 

Call for Sites: This is an informal opportunity for landowners and developers to propose sites 

within a neighbourhood plan for development. This exercise will not in itself decide whether a site 

would be allocated for development by the neighbourhood plan nor will it commit the proposer(s) to 

applying for planning consent, but it will enable the steering group/committee to better understand 

the needs and wishes of the electors within its Parish area. 

Change of Use: A change in the way that land or buildings are used (see Use Classes Order). 

Planning permission is usually necessary to change a "use class". 

Character: A term relating to Conservation Areas or Listed Buildings, but also to the appearance 

of any rural or urban location in terms of its landscape or the layout of streets and open spaces, 

often giving places their own distinct identity. 
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Community Facilities: Facilities available for use by the community. Examples include village 

halls, doctors’ surgeries, pubs, churches and children play areas; may also include areas of 

informal open space and sports facilities. 

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL): The Community Infrastructure Levy is a levy that local 

authorities in England and Wales can choose to charge on new developments in their area. The 

money can be used to support development by funding infrastructure that the council, local 

community and neighbourhoods want –for example, new or safer road schemes, park 

improvements or a new health centre. There are several stages in the introduction of this levy, 

including consultation on the levy of charge proposed on new development. The charging schedule 

goes through independent examination before being adopted by the Council and applied to new 

development. 

Conservation Area: Areas of special architectural or historic interest, the character, appearance 

or setting of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance. Contextual indicators: Indicators that 

measure change in the wider social, economic, and environmental background against which 

policies operate. As such they help to relate policy outputs to the local area. 

Development Plan: The statutory development plan is the starting point for the consideration of 

planning applications for development or use of land. Development Plan Documents (DPD): The 

local planning documents which made up the Local Development Framework and now Local Plan.  

Development: Defined in planning law as ‘the carrying out of building, engineering, mining or other 

operations in, on, over, or under land, or the making of a material change of use of any building or 

land’. 

Ecological (or Ecology): The interactions and relationships between plants, animals and their 

environment. 

Evidence Base: Collection of baseline specific data for the District which is used to inform the 

development of all Local Plan policies and Supplementary Planning Documents. 

Finished Floor Levels (FFL): Finished Floor Level is the very top of the floor once finished.  

Raising finished floor levels prevents flood waters from entering the building. This is a standard 

mitigation measure for preventing internal flooding.  

Green corridor: An area of natural or semi-natural habitat providing easy access for species of 

plants and animals to move from place to place. They often link areas of high wildlife value such as 

woodland. 

Green Infrastructure: A network of multi-functional green space, urban and rural, which is capable 

of delivering a wide range of environmental and quality of life benefits for local communities. 

Greenfield: Land which has not been developed before. This applies to most sites outside built-up 

area boundaries. 

Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) (formerly known as Appropriate Assessment): The 

statutory process and documentation required by the Birds and Habitats Directives of the 

European Union to assess the effects of a plan on a nature conservation site of European 
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importance. The aim is to enable a judgement to be made as to whether there will be an adverse 

impact on the site’s integrity. 

Habitat: The natural home or environment of a plant or animal. 

Heritage Asset: A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a 

degree of significance meriting consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest. 

Heritage assets include designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local planning 

authority (including local listing). 

Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF): The HDPF will be the overarching planning 

document for Horsham District, when adopted will replace the Core Strategy and General 

Development Control Policies documents which were adopted in 2007. The HDPF will set out the 

planning strategy for the years up to 2031 to deliver the social, economic and environmental needs 

of the whole district, as well as looking beyond the district’ s boundaries. 

Infrastructure: The network of services to which it is usual for most buildings to be connected. It 

includes physical services serving the particular development (e.g. gas, electricity and water 

supply; telephones, sewerage) and also includes networks of roads, public transport routes, 

footpaths etc. 

Landscape Character Assessment: An assessment to identify different landscape areas which 

have a distinct character based on a recognisable pattern of elements, including combinations of 

geology, landform, soils, vegetation, land use and human settlement. 

Listed Buildings: Buildings which have been recognised by Historic England (formerly English 

Heritage) as having special architectural or historic interest. Grade I buildings are of exceptional 

interest, only 2.5% of listed buildings are Grade I. Grade II* buildings are particularly important 

buildings of more than special interest; 5.8% of listed buildings are Grade II*. Grade II buildings are 

of special interest; 91.7% of all listed buildings are in this class and it is the most likely grade of 

listing for a home owner. 

Local Green Space: An area which is reasonably close to the community and where it is 

demonstrably special due to its beauty, historic significance, recreational value (including as a 

playing field), tranquillity, or richness of wildlife. 

Local Plan: Local Plans set out a vision and a framework for the future development of the area, 

addressing needs and opportunities in relation to housing, the economy, community facilities and 

infrastructure –as well as a basis for safeguarding the environment, adapting to climate change 

and securing good design for the area they cover. They are a critical tool in guiding decisions 

about individual development proposals, as Local Plans (together with any Neighbourhood 

Development Plans that have been made) are the starting-point for considering whether 

applications can be approved. It is important for all areas to put an up to date Local Plan in place to 

positively guide development decisions. 
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Localism Act: Act of Parliament devolving greater power to local councils and giving local 

communities greater overall control over housing decisions. The Act was given Royal Assent on 

the 15th November 2011. 

Market Housing: Housing either bought or rented on the open market without the involvement of 

any registered social landlord. 

Masterplan: A type of planning brief outlining the preferred use of land and the overall approach to 

the layout in order to provide detailed guidance for subsequent planning applications. 

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF): The Government’s policy on all matters affecting 

the planning system and to which the Neighbourhood Development Plan must generally conform. 

Recently published a 2018 updated NPPF. 

Neighbourhood Development Plans (NDP): Written by Parish Councils and Neighbourhood 

Forums to guide local land use planning issues. They set out policies and plans for an area, such 

as the identification of new sites which are acceptable for new local shops. They should not cover 

broader local concerns or strategic issues such as major development or major public transport 

infrastructure. 

Neighbourhood Plan: See Neighbourhood Development Plan. 

Older people: People over or approaching retirement age, including the active, newly retired 

through to the very frail elderly; and whose housing needs can encompass accessible, adaptable 

general needs housing through to the full range of retirement and specialised housing for those 

with support or care needs. 

Previously Developed Land: See Brownfield land. 

Protected Species: Plant and animal species afforded protection under certain Government Acts 

and Regulations. 

Retirement Housing (also known as sheltered housing)2: means having your own flat or 

bungalow in a block, or on a small estate, where all the other residents are older people (usually 

over 55). With a few exceptions, all developments (or 'schemes') provide independent, self-

contained homes with their own front doors. There are many different types of scheme, both to rent 

and to buy. They usually contain between 15 and 40 properties, and range in size from studio flats 

(or 'bedsits') through to 2 and 3 bedroomed. Properties in most schemes are designed to make life 

a little easier for older people - with features like raised electric sockets, lowered worktops, walk-in 

showers, and so on. Some will usually be designed to accommodate wheelchair users. And they 

are usually linked to an emergency alarm service (sometimes called 'community alarm service') to 

call help if needed. Many schemes also have their own 'manager' or 'warden', either living on-site 

or nearby, whose job is to manage the scheme and help arrange any services residents need. 

Managed schemes will also usually have some shared or communal facilities such as a lounge for 

residents to meet, a laundry, a guest flat and a garden. 

                                                 

2 AECOM Housing Needs Assessment Nov 2017 
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Scheduled Monument: A list of ancient monuments held by English Heritage.  

Sequential Approach: A planning principle that seeks to identify, allocate or develop certain types 

or locations of land before others. For example, brownfield sites before greenfield sites, or town 

centre retail sites before out-of-centre sites. In terms of employment a sequential approach would 

favour an employment use over mixed use and mixed use over non-employment uses. 

Settlement Hierarchy: Settlements are categorised in a hierarchy based on their characteristics 

and function e.g. level of facilities, accessibility and community networks. 

Sheltered Housing: See Retirement Housing.  

Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI): Site or area designated as being of national importance 

because of its wildlife plants or flower species and/or unusual or typical geological features. SSSIs 

are identified by Natural England and have protected status. 

South Downs National Park: The South Downs National Park is England's newest National Park, 

having become fully operational on 1 April 2011. The park, covering an area of 1,627 square 

kilometres (628 sq. mi) in southern England, stretches for 140 kilometres (87 mi) from Winchester 

in the west to Eastbourne in the east through the counties of Hampshire, West Sussex and East 

Sussex. 

Spatial Planning: Spatial planning goes beyond traditional land use planning to bring together and 

integrate policies and programmes for the development and use of land. Spatial planning 

influences the nature of places and how they function. It includes policies which can impact on land 

use - for example, influencing the demands on or needs for development that are not capable of 

being delivered solely or mainly through the granting of planning permission and may be delivered 

through other means. 

Specialist Care Housing: Housing as an alternative provision to a care home for persons from a 

range of age groups including for the frail elderly and requiring varying levels of direct medical or 

other personal care by staff who are often site based. 

Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA): A Strategic Environmental Statement is a 

European legal obligation which requires that an environmental assessment is carried out for 

certain plans and programmes, including land use plans, that are likely to have significant impacts 

upon the environment. 

Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA): An assessment required by 

national policy to identify land for housing and assess the deliverability and developability of sites. 

The SHLAA is a key component of the evidence base used to support the delivery of sufficient land 

for housing to meet the community’s need for more homes. This assessment now considers 

employment land and is referred to as a Strategic Housing and Employment Availability 

Assessment (SHELAA). 

Strategic Housing Market Assessment: Establishes the long-term aims for housing supply and 

demand in West Sussex. It provides local authorities with a better understanding of their housing 

markets and a robust evidence base for new planning and housing policies. 
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Sustainability Appraisal (SA)/ Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA): It is a legal 

requirement that certain documents (e.g. Local Development Documents) are assessed to ensure 

that they maximise their contribution to Sustainable Development. This is achieved by carrying out 

a process usually referred to as a Sustainability Appraisal. The process measures the effect a 

document will have on a range of social, environmental and economic issues, and suggests 

measures that would help improve the sustainability of a plan. 

Sustainability: Defined by the World Commission on Environment and Development as 

‘development that meets the needs of the present, without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own need. 

Sustainable Development: Sustainable development is commonly defined as development that 

meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 

own needs. Principles of sustainable development include social progress that recognises the 

needs of everyone, effective protection of the environment, prudent use of natural resources and 

high and stable levels of economic growth and employment. 

Tree Preservation Order (TPO): A mechanism for securing the preservation of single or groups of 

trees of acknowledged amenity value which maybe under threat.  

Urban design: The art of making places. It involves the design of buildings, groups of buildings, 

spaces and landscapes, in villages, towns and cities, and the establishment of frameworks and 

processes, which facilitate successful development. 

Use Class Order: The Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (As amended in 

1995, 2005 and 2013) puts uses of land and buildings into various categories. Planning Permission 

is not needed for changes of use within the same use class. 

Windfall site: A site not specifically allocated for development in the Local Development 

Framework which unexpectedly becomes available for development during the lifetime of a plan. 
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Annexe A  

UBNP: Pre-Submission Plan Schedule of Comments Received – Individuals 
June 2018 – August 2018 (Non Stat Single Sched of Rep ST6 ST 09-11) 

Ref Comment Made Steering Group Comment on Representation to Policy 

General 

1 
Yes to the plan, not ideal but helpful ''damage limitation'' Thank you and noted 

2 

Yes to Plan, Deacons Way is getting very difficult to drive down without 

scratching cars. All bushes growing out from centre reservation. There are also 

a lot of dead elms (from suckers) Thank you and noted 

3 

Para No 2.4  Last line – Beeding – not Breeding 

Para No 7.59 Seems to suggest that school buildings are owned by district – 

actually owned by County Council Thank you and noted 

4 

Upper Beeding is a country village, it is beautiful, once you start taking away 

these areas there is no stopping. 

Suggested Modification : Control the population that enters the 

Country. I have human right too. I should be allowed to be heard. Please don’t 

take this beautiful village that has been my home for over 40 years away from 

me. 

No I won’t vote for this plan I oppose it This village is a busting point as I said it’s 

crumbling and in need of maintenance 

Thank you and noted 

Regulating the immigration numbers to the UK is not in the remit of 

the NP 

5 

I wish to object to the plans to build new homes in Upper Beeding, but a recent 

flyer though  the door and the parish council website do not make clear at all 

how best to do this. The flyer does not give the web address and when I found 

the Parish Website through google, and eventually found the form titled 

consultation response, it asks me to comment on a numbered paper of which I 

don’t know the number and then asks what modifications I want. Well I want 

them to modify the number of new houses from 100 to Zero. 

Thank you and noted. 

The number of houses was not 100 

6 
YES to Plan Thank you and noted 

54 
Yes to Plan Thank you and noted 

55 
Yes to Plan Thank you and noted 
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Vision 

No Responses Received 

Objectives 

66 

OBJECTIVE 5: 

There is a very urgent need accommodate downsizers and free up larger 

homes for families 

Suggested Modification: This should have a priority. 

YES to Plan 

Thank you and noted 

69 

OBJECTIVE 1: 

I feel this is very important 

Suggested Modification: No housing on flood plain. 

Beeding is a flint village. No new house without flint 

Suggested Modification: Flint supports the look of the village. Only a small bit 

on each new house will help this. 

OBJECTIVE 5: 

More assisted rent housing. Less large houses, 

Suggested Modification: More 2 bed housing for young families. 

OBJECTIVE 6: 

This is very important. Paths and cycle paths needed 

OBJECTIVE 8: 

We do not need a lot of houses at the Cement Works. 

Thank you and noted. These comments are shown in the detail of 

the NP 

73 

OBJECTIVE 6: 

Would like to see a proper footpath linking Dawn Crescent to the Bridge. 

Makes a lovely walk by the river for people who can’t go too far. Can’t be 

used in the Winter. Even better if it went as far as Dacre Gardens. 

Thank you and noted 

7 

Reasons against approval ( coverage of whole area) 

1. The proximity of South Downs National Park; a full view of Truleigh Hill 

from the village is afforded only across 'land east of Pound Lane', plus 

the immediate rural access to the Downs for walkers and riders. 

2. Housing on 'Little Paddocks', would conflict with the National Park 

policy of complete disapproval of new built- up areas in views from 

inside of the Park. 

3. The adjacency of the Flood Plain and the liability of parts of the land 

Thank you and noted. 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response to the 

NP which covers your points and will be a requirement on any 

development. 

 

 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 
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to flooding. 

4. The poor, long access road through the village that already causes 

congestion. 

5. The inadequate infrastructure (overloading of the school, drainage, 

sewage etc.) 

6. Pound House cottage, as listed building to be left untouchable by 

modern development. 

NB. see previous submissions, dating back to 1975 for details 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be planned 

and Southern Water have stated that they will make plans to 

address flooding and sewerage 

Pound Cottage would not be harmed. 

8 

Reasons against approval ( coverage of whole area) 

1. The proximity of South Downs National Park; a full view of Truleigh Hill 

from the village is afforded only across 'land east of Pound Lane', plus 

the immediate rural access to the Downs for walkers and riders. 

2. Housing on 'Little Paddocks', would conflict with the National Park 

policy of complete disapproval of new built- up areas in views from 

inside of the Park. 

3. The adjacency of the Flood Plain and the liability of parts of the plan 

to flooding. 

4. The poor, long access road through the village that already causes 

congestion. 

5. The inadequate infrastructure (overloading of the school, drainage, 

sewage etc.) 

6. Pound House cottage, as listed building to be left untouchable by 

modern development. 

NB. see previous submissions, dating back to 1975 for details 

Thank you and noted. SDNP have laid down specific 

requirements in their response to the NP which covers your 

points and will be a requirement on any development. 

 

 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 

Pound Cottage would not be harmed. 

9 Sounds positive 
Thank you and noted 

10 

I oppose the building of 100 houses at the bottom of Pound 

Lane/Smugglers Lane very strongly.  You could be talking about at least 

another 200 cars in the village, could the local school and play groups 

withstand a huge increase in children, let alone the medical centre.  

We don't really have the amenities i.e. shops to cater for that amount of 

people. Also just in the construction of these properties, the only real in 

and out road is Pound Lane/Hyde Lane, how could the village take 

Thank you and noted. There is no plan to build 100 houses as 

you state. WSCC state that the roads can take additional 

cars. 

 

 Any development and use of lorries will have to follow strict 

rules on safety. 
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huge lorries going up and down these roads, also there are a lot of 

children that cross the road going to and from school by Nisa that 

would be in danger.  

Any flat/house construction also needs to be more for the local 

community; my daughter is 32 years old and still lives with me, as the 

likelihood of her getting on the housing ladder is zero at the moment.  

Proper affordable housing needs to be for people in Beeding first, 

before outsiders can come in.  I think a lot just come in so their children 

can go to Steyning Grammar School. 

 

 

We want more Affordable Housing and Sheltered Housing on 

these sites. 

11 

The village is too small to cater for the extra homes you are suggesting, 

the roads are in a poor state, as are the pavements, trees are over 

grown, the school is a danger zone already with parking and large 

classes with mixed ages, the shops are the same as cars park on 

pavements as the Carpark is too small. As for the Health Centre that is 

over stretched as people from nearby villages are using Steyning. 

Suggested Modification: Spend this money on fixing Upper Beeding, 

don’t over stretch it so that it’s bursting at the seam. Upper Beeding is 

already run down. Bramber is mentioned as part of this plan, but there 

are no suggestions to build there. Why? There is a field behind Bramber 

Carpark, Why has this not been considered? After all we are all I this 

together. People matter this is our home.No I won’t vote for this plan I 

oppose it This village is a busting point as I said it’s crumbling and in 

need of maintenance 

Thank you and noted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bramber is not included as it is a different Parish and comes 

under Bramber PC. 

68 

I have just returned from a walk along Smugglers Lane and have read 

the poster 100 homes to be built. Land at Smugglers and land East of 

Pound Lane is all flood plain and is flooded regularly. I know because I 

live backing onto Smugglers Lane. The last time end of May Flash Flood. 

The water poured down Underhill Road rounding the corner into 

Downsland Close. The road was completely flooded, so deep it came 

over the top of my neighbour’s wheels of her car. It was like a waterfall 

and gushed over into Smugglers Lane. We have one shop, no Post 

Office, no Bank. We have to wait to see a Doctor. Buses run one an 

hour if you are lucky. I use public transport. More traffic on the roads 

Pound Lane, Hyde Lane etc. very dangerous. The village won’t be able 

Thank you and noted. 

 

The plan is not for 100 homes in this area but for 70. 

Southern Water have stated that they will make plans to 

address flooding and sewerage 

 

Doctor’s surgery should improve with new surgery opening in 

Storrington 
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to cope with it all and it will be spoilt. 

Suggested Modifications: If more houses are built the builders would 

have to replace all the drains in the village as people get sewage in 

their gardens when it is heavy raining. 

YES to Plan 

74 
Pleased to know SDNP and Green Spaces to be protected 

YES to Plan 

Thank you and noted 

Policy 2 - Housing Allocations 

12 

Please see attached photos as evidence to existing drainage issues 

I would not vote for this plan as access, drainage and infrastructure 

(schools + healthcare) are not sufficient to support it. 

Thank you and noted Southern Water have stated that they 

will make plans to address flooding and sewerage 

13 
Sites 1/2/3 - do not have infrastructure in place. Remove from plan. 

Non agreement to plan based on above. 

Thank you and noted 

14 
Sites 1/2/3 - do not have infrastructure in place. Remove from plan. 

Non agreement to plan based on above. 

Thank you and noted 

7 

Reasons against approval ( coverage of whole area) 

1. The proximity of South Downs National Park; a full view of Truleigh Hill 

from the village is afforded only across 'land east of Pound Lane', plus 

the immediate rural access to the Downs for walkers and riders. 

2. Housing on 'Little Paddocks', would conflict with the National Park 

policy of complete disapproval of new built- up areas in views from 

inside of the Park. 

3. The adjacency of the Flood Plain and the liability of parts of the land 

to flooding. 

4. The poor, long access road through the village that already causes 

congestion. 

5. The inadequate infrastructure (overloading of the school, drainage, 

sewage etc.) 

6. Pound House cottage, as listed building to be left untouchable by 

modern development. 

NB. see previous submissions, dating back to 1975 for details 

Thank you and noted. SDNP have laid down specific 

requirements in their response to the NP which covers your 

points and will be a requirement on any development. 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 

Pound Cottage would not be harmed. 
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8 

Reasons against approval ( coverage of whole area) 

1. The proximity of South Downs National Park; a full view of Truleigh Hill 

from the village is afforded only across 'land east of Pound Lane', plus 

the immediate rural access to the Downs for walkers and riders. 

2. Housing on 'Little Paddocks', would conflict with the National Park 

policy of complete disapproval of new built- up areas in views from 

inside of the Park. 

3. The adjacency of the Flood Plain and the liability of parts of the land 

to flooding. 

4. The poor, long access road through the village that already causes 

congestion. 

5. The inadequate infrastructure (overloading of the school, drainage, 

sewage etc.) 

6. Pound House cottage, as listed building to be left untouchable by 

modern development. 

NB. see previous submissions, dating back to 1975 for details 

Thank you and noted. SDNP have laid down specific 

requirements in their response to the NP which covers your 

points and will be a requirement on any development. 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 

Pound Cottage would not be harmed. 

15 

Site 1 - the listed cottage makes access too difficult. Also large wildlife 

pond to the Eastern Boundary. 

Suggestion - Strike from Plan 

Site 2 and 3 - these were rejected by Horsham District Council planning 

- October 2015 

Suggestion - strike from plan 

Non agreement to plan - because the 3 sites are in a poor access, poor 

drainage and poor sewage. Far too close to existing property 

Thank you and noted. SDNP have laid down specific 

requirements in their response to the NP which covers your 

points and will be a requirement on any development. 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 

Pound Cottage would not be harmed. 

16 

Site 1 - any development would be far too close to houses in Smugglers 

Lane and Grade 2 Listed Cottage. Access would be an absolute 

nightmare. 

Suggestion - remove from plan 

Site 2 and 3 - these were rejected by Horsham District Council planning 

- October 2015 

Suggestion - remove from plan 

Thank you and noted. SDNP have laid down specific 

requirements in their response to the NP which covers your 

points and will be a requirement on any development. 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 
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Non agreement to plan because these 3 sites should not ever be 

considered because the present sewage infrastructure cannot cope, 

road/traffic/parking issues, insufficient amenities, detrimental effect on 

the environment. Outside built up area. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 

Pound Cottage would not be harmed. The current Built Up 

Area Boundary can be changed 

17 

Upper Beeding cannot take another 100 houses on Pound Lane and 

Smugglers Lane. The roads in Upper Beeding already flood quite badly 

in some place, with sewage water coming up from drains. The drainage 

system cannot handle the water now. The building of more houses can 

only make this worse. Also finding parking spaces is extremely bad and 

a volume of traffic will only get worse. The extra houses in Smugglers 

Lane will also affect the wonderful wildlife we have in this area. Facilities 

such as the local school and doctor’s surgery are already struggling. 

Non agreement to plan based on the above. 

Thank you and noted. The plan does not want to build 100 

houses in Pound Lane only 70. SDNP have laid down specific 

requirements in their response to the NP which covers your 

points and will be a requirement on any development. 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 

18 

100 new houses = potentially 200 cars or more = increase in accidents 

and traffic congestion. The Village does not have the infrastructure to 

support this new development. New access roads in and out of the 

Village. 

Non agreement to plan based on the above. 

Thank you and noted. The plan does not want to build 100 

houses in Pound Lane only 70. SDNP have laid down specific 

requirements in their response to the NP which covers your 

points and will be a requirement on any development. 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

19 

Sites 2 and 3 - rejected in October 2015, by HDC for reasons of traffic, 

sewer network, surface water drainage and land susceptible to 

flooding and outside built up area. 

Suggestion - remove from plan. 

Site 1 - also rejected in October 2015. For reasons of location, scale and 

proximity to the Grade 2 listed building. 

Suggestion - Remove from plan. 

Non agreement to plan because in my opinion, nothing has changed 

since October 2015. The listed building is still there, the area still floods, 

the roads are still congested and the sewage is still unacceptable. We 

Thank you and noted. SDNP have laid down specific 

requirements in their response to the NP which covers your 

points and will be a requirement on any development. 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 
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need to protect the character and qualities of our village. There are 

other areas within Upper Beeding, Small Dole and Edburton, where 

small number of units can be built, maintaining our beautiful village and 

fulfilling our duty of providing more housing. 

Pound Cottage would not be harmed. 

9 Helpful but traffic concerns may need attention. 
Thank you and noted. WSCC has stated that the roads will be 

able to manage the additional cars. 

20 

Sites 2 & 3 were rejected in October 2015 for several reasons: traffic, 

sewage, surface water drainage, land susceptible to flooding and 

outside built up area. REMOVE FROM PLAN 

Site 1 was also rejected in Oct. 2015 for several reasons: location, scale, 

proximity to Grade 2 listed building. REMOVE FROM PLAN 

NO TO PLAN 

Nothing has changed since Oct. 2015, in particular the fields still flood, 

access road to sites 2, 3 & 1 is narrow and congested and we need to 

protect the character and qualities of our village. There are other areas 

locally where fewer number of units can be built and in so doing 

maintain our villages character 

Thank you and noted. SDNP have laid down specific 

requirements in their response to the NP which covers your 

points and will be a requirement on any development. 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 

Pound Cottage would not be harmed. 

21 

Local schools are already at capacity & there is no point allowing a NP 

to be put forward with an allocation of houses that the local 

infrastructure cannot support. Has there been any consultation with the 

schools, surgeries (Dr), sewage/utility companies as to impact this 

increase in housing will have. 

Suggested Modification: 1. Significantly reduce the number of housing 

in order for OB to be kept as ‘’sustainable’’. There is mention that there 

is not enough land to fulfil the original target. Surely this is proof enough 

our village cannot accommodate this size of development. 

2. The Cement Works could fulfil our housing obligation and within its 

development its own infrastructure could be created. 

No to Plan: The push to find land to fulfil our housing obligation within 

that has an infrastructure that is already stretched when a site like the 

cement works is a more viable possibility, will impact us all and not in a 

good way. Is the housing demand that great? A 3 bedroom dwelling 

was given planning and construction started in May 2016.It is now 

derelict with no sign of work being undertaken since Fe, 2018 

Thank you and noted.  

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. Doctor’s surgery and schools will be 

assessed in any new development. 

 

The Cement Works is within the SDNPA and therefore we can 

only make recommendations to them of our requirements 

and be part of their Area Action Plan. 
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22 

The amenities in the village such as doctors, primary school, youth 

facilities, and green areas for recreation are all oversubscribed. Adding 

more people will only add to the problems. 

Suggested Modification: Green recreation ground, and sporting 

facilities to the village, needs to be increased, we are already under 

what we should have for the population of the village. I would extend 

the doctors surgery and primary school in Upper Beeding, as well as 

school numbers at Steyning Grammar School 

No to Plan: Upper Beeding is a lovely village, building a lot more houses 

will take away the village feel, if we wanted to live in a more built up 

area we would move to either Steyning or Shoreham. The facilities we 

have are already under strain, I don’t see anything that will improve 

them, they will just move closer to breaking point. Pound Lane and 

Hyde Lane will become more dangerous, leading to driver frustration, 

and increased risk for pedestrians. 

Thank you and noted. 

Any new developments will have to plan for extra school 

places / access to Doctors. The plan does attempt to identify 

Green Spaces and allocate additional recreation space in 

the Pound Lane Development and improve gym, cycling and 

footpaths in the village. 

WSCC have stated that our current roads will accommodate 

additional traffic. 

23 

There are not enough spaces in the local schools to support 100 more 

homes on the sites identified in policies 2 & 3. The sewer systems on 

pound lane are very old and block on a regular basis. They cannot 

support any further homes. Parked cars and the narrow width of Hyde 

Lane make it very challenging/blind driving out of the village via Pound 

Lane and vice versa. More homes on Pound Lane would result in 

increased traffic, a higher risk of accidents and consequently a danger 

to the public. Smugglers Lane and the lane to the North of it floods after 

any substantial rainfall. It becomes unpassable on foot. It is unfair and 

irrational to build on areas that are known to flood. Smugglers Lane is 

popular dog walking spot and building around it would ruin this for the 

local residents of Upper Beeding. There is not enough space in local 

doctor’s surgeries to support hundreds more people. The Upper 

Beeding surgery is only open 2-3 hours each day. 

Suggested Modification: Do not build more houses on Pound Lane. 

NO to Plan 

Thank you and noted.  

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. Doctor’s surgery and schools will be 

assessed in any new development. 

24 

UB PC objected to Rydon’s application DC/14/1744 and DC/14/1745 on 

01/10/14 to developing 65 houses on the 2 fields beyond Smugglers 

Lane. HDC refused permission. 

Thank you and noted.  

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 
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Furthermore, in 2016 the UB PC ‘Housing and Development Focus Team 

Document’ report also rejects those sites. Why is this any different? 

Suggested Modification: Do not build more houses on Pound Lane. 

The sewage infrastructure on pound lane is very old and block on a 

regular basis. They cannot support any further homes. 

UB PC were previously not satisfied that sufficient consideration had 

been given to the disposal of sewage, given that the foul drainage 

disposal system in the vicinity is already known to be overstretched 

beyond capacity. What has changed?  

Suggested Modification: Consult the local community properly before 

making ridiculous housing suggestions that will impact day to day lives 

of existing residents. 

The only access routes between the site and the village, and onto the 

main transport network, are via Hyde Lane and Saltings Way, both of 

which are narrow and already over-utilised. More homes on Pound 

Lane would result in increased traffic, a higher risk of accidents and 

consequently a danger to the public.  

Suggested Modification: Build elsewhere where appropriate routes 

already exist or can be improved. 

Smugglers Lane and the lane to the North of it floods after any 

substantial rainfall, as does the field.  

UB PC were previously not satisfied that sufficient consideration has 

been given to the disposal of surface water at a site adjacent to the 

flood plain of the river Adur, and already known to be significantly 

prone to flooding. What has changed?  

Suggested Modification: Build somewhere else which isn’t on a flood risk 

area…? 

Smugglers Lane is popular dog walking spot and building around it 

would ruin this for the local residents of Upper Beeding, as well as visitors 

to the area.  

Suggested Modification: Build somewhere else. 

There are not enough spaces at the local doctor surgery and school to 

support more families. The Upper Beeding surgery is only open part time 

hours and the school is oversubscribed already.   

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 

 

 

 

 

Doctor’s surgery and schools will be assessed in any new 

development. 
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Suggested Modification: Another school and doctor surgery (or 

expansion to existing) would need to be built to support this many 

houses. I already can’t go to my own village doctors, which is ridiculous, 

and I would like my own unborn child to be able to go to the school 5 

minutes from my house, rather than new residents. 70 more families 

would potentially not allow this, and mean I have to take my child to a 

school and doctors nowhere near where I live. 

There are a number of species considered rare or endangered within a 

kilometre radius from the proposed site, as listed by the biodiversity 

report from the previous application of 2014. I have witnessed stag 

beetles, newts, owls and geese during dog walks around smugglers 

lane.   

Suggested Modification: Expert scrutiny of the ecology and wildlife 

needs to be carried out prior to ANY application being considered. 

NO TO PLAN This area has already been rejected twice before, as 

noted in detail above, stop trying to build on it!! Leave Pound Lane 

alone. 

25 

Site 1, would have a significant impact on the grade 2 listed building 

causing harm to the setting of this property, contrary to the council 

planning framework  

Suggested Recommendation: This item should be removed from Upper 

Beeding Neighbourhood plan 

Site 2.23 has previously been rejected by H.D.C in October 2015 and 

the reasons for rejections still apply in this instance. 

Suggested Recommendation: This item should also be removed from 

Upper Beeding Neighbourhood plan 

There is no demand for a large scale development of this type on this 

site, while it may accommodate this, the local amenities e.g. surgery, 

schools are already being stretched to beyond their limits with nothing 

in place to address this.  

No to NP: The above sites are outside the built up area boundary and 

are absolutely an unsuitable proposal. 

Thank you and noted. 

 

 

 

 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support. 

26 
Objections to development on Sites 1, 2, 3 and 8 

Suggested Recommendations: The proposed sites are too big, 

Thank you and noted. 

The HNA has indicated a need for additional housing. Wildlife 
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especially Site 2 (Land East of Pound Lane). The village is too small to 

cope with the increased traffic and population as there is very little 

infrastructure.  The surrounding wildlife will be negatively impacted by 

loss of habitat and increased human population. The risk of flooding to 

these Sites and elsewhere will be high as these areas, in particular Site 2, 

currently act as flood plains and drainage. The village has no need of 

new houses and this plan is being dictated by remote authorities. There 

is no evidence that this has been resisted.  If the Sites have to be built 

here at all then they must be on a smaller scale for fewer new houses 

and fewer people. 

NO to Plan: The village is being asked to build far more homes than it 

needs or can cope with. 

and Green Spaces have to be maintained and views from 

SDNP not disadvantaged by poor developments. SDNPA 

have insisted that all developments must meet their 

requirements. 

Southern Water and the EA have responded to these sites 

and identified that water and flooding can be managed 

effectively   

27 

Objections to development on Sites 1, 2, 3 and 8 

Suggested Recommendations: The proposed sites are too big, 

especially Site 2 (Land East of Pound Lane). The village is too small to 

cope with the increased traffic and population as there is very little 

infrastructure.  The surrounding wildlife will be negatively impacted by 

loss of habitat and increased human population. The risk of flooding to 

these Sites and elsewhere will be high as these areas, in particular Site 2, 

currently act as flood plains and drainage. The village has no need of 

new houses and this plan is being dictated by remote authorities. There 

is no evidence that this has been resisted.  If the Sites have to be built 

here at all then they must be on a smaller scale for fewer new houses 

and fewer people. 

NO to Plan: The village is being asked to build far more homes than it 

needs or can cope with. 

Thank you and noted. 

The HNA has indicated a need for additional housing. Wildlife 

and Green Spaces have to be maintained and views from 

SDNP not disadvantaged by poor developments. SDNPA 

have insisted that all developments must meet their 

requirements. 

Southern Water and the EA have responded to these sites 

and identified that water and flooding can be managed 

effectively   

28 

Site 5 Oxcroft Farm, Small Dole. 

• Improves the southern access to the hamlet 

• Continuation of the logical development of Small Dole, rather than 

unwanted backland development 

• Good access, without winding past already built dwellings 

• Few neighbouring properties affected 

I only support this proposal if it is accepted as an alternative instead of 

the development of land to the south of New Hall Lane (so-called 

Thank you and noted. 

Henfield and UB PCs are working together to try and ensure 

no large scale developments are provided in Small Dole. 

The possibility of 2 small scale developments either end of the 

village is possibly the preferred solution. 
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“Wates” site) and of the land known as Highdown Nursery (respectively, 

Sites J and S of the Henfield NP).The respective parish councils of Upper 

Beeding and of Henfield have agreed a memorandum of 

understanding which states “To work together on issues and projects of 

interest and concern to those living or working in the settlement of Small 

Dole to ensure a coherent and consistent approach to Small Dole in 

both Council’s Neighbourhood Plan.” The site development proposals 

are clearly of interest and concern to the community of Small Dole as a 

whole. The Oxcroft Farm (south end) site for a small housing 

development is an alternative to the Wates and Highdown Nursery sites 

and in my view is preferable for reasons stated above. 

Clearly no one (except some developers) would want to see Small Dole 

swamped with a volume of unnecessary new housing unsustainable for 

the hamlet, exceeding the housing need of our local community, and 

resulting in damage to the landscape and character of the area. 

The only fair way to handle this is for the planning groups from both 

Henfield and Upper Beeding to consider all the options now available 

for Small Dole, and not for each group to be making decisions for the 

hamlet in isolation and divided along parish lines. Such collaboration 

regarding Small Dole is what I would expect from the aforementioned 

memorandum of understanding between the two parish councils. 

56 

The last application relating to this site from 2014-15 was refused by HDC 

on 27/010/2015 on the grounds of unsuitability (2 counts).  This was a 

justifiable decision due to it being less sustainable and outside of the 

built up area of UB.  Neither of these reasons has changed since then 

and so why repeat the inclusion of this land as part of the UB NP?   

Remove the site East of Pound Lane from the UB NP on the basis of 

unsustainability and unsuitability. 

The HDC Housing Strategy 2011-2031 clearly states that new 

developments should be based on proven demand and not just to 

satisfy supply targets. i.e. the ‘AECOM Housing Need Assessment’ page 

9, item 0.3 / 16.  A clear example of the limited demand are the newer 

houses (nos 81-87) on Pound Lane, some that took more than two years 

to sell.  Therefore there is not the demand for a huge volume of further 

Thank you and noted. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support. 

Smaller Affordable Homes are what is needed 
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houses in this area. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane from the UB NP. 

If more than 50 new houses were built and without a proven demand 

(as per my comment above), then they could remain unoccupied for 

several years and potentially never sell. This could attract squatters, 

theft and damage to those unoccupied properties and increased 

crime in our area.  This would not only have a huge detrimental impact 

on the village and particularly neighbours of the site such as my family 

(Emery Lodge) but would strongly deter new purchases of those empty 

properties.  This would exacerbate the problem to an intolerable 

degree.   

Remove the site East of Pound Lane from the UB NP. 

An application for 9 new houses at the top of Pound Lane was refused 

by HDC in I believe, 2017. This should clearly indicate that a 

development on the land east of Pound Lane on a scale potentially 5-

fold of that would be perverse. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane from the UB NP. 

NO to Plan: My comments in the table above lay down why.  i.e. this is 

a totally unsuitable site for development on such a scale as is UB as a 

whole if outside of the existing built up area. 
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The last application relating to this site from 2014-15 was refused by HDC 

only 18 months ago on the grounds of unsuitability. 

Policy 3 contradicts the Vision for the Upper Beeding Parish which is “To 

improve the quality of life for those who live in the Villages of Upper 

Beeding...” 

As Simon Birstingl (Chair of the Parish Council) previously stated “There 

are very concerned residents who will suffer the consequences of this 

development while the landowner and developer reap the benefits.” 

The reasons have not changed, and the sites remain unsuitable. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane from the UB NP on the basis of 

unsustainability and unsuitability. 

The HDC Housing Strategy 2011-2031 clearly states that new 

developments should be based on proven demand and not just to 

satisfy supply targets.  The house on Smugglers Lane (no. 1 Smugglers 

Thank you and noted. 

 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support. 

The HNA identified a future demand of 213 homes over the 

next 13 years whereas we are only recommending around 

109 houses over the whole Parish.  
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Lane) was on the market under 2 years ago and didn’t sell; it is now 

back on the market since 20th March 2018 and remains unsold.  

Another house along the Driftway remains unsold since being put on 

the market on 11th April 2018. 

Demand is not proven in this area. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

The sites are only being put forward again not due to suitability, but 

because there are no alternatives AT THE CURRENT TIME. 

This is not a good enough reason to include them on the Plan. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

The sites are outside the built up area boundary, where development is 

considered less sustainable and unacceptable. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

The infrastructure is woefully inadequate.  

Access to these sites is via a footpath (2767 – the “road” north of 

Smugglers Lane is NOT a road).  There are enough traffic problems via 

Hyde Lane currently, therefore traffic detours via 2 conservation areas 

(The Towers and Beeding high street) which is never taken into 

consideration. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

No to Plan: Prior refusal by Horsham District Council.  The conditions and 

reasons have not changed.  Sites remain unsuitable 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WSCC recommend that the current roads will be adequate 

for any additional traffic generated. 

60 

70 houses east of Pound Lane 

UB  do not have the infrastructure in place to commit to these houses: 

The medical centre is largely in Steyning, which is a bus journey. 

Employment issues, not much in the local area, often have to go further 

afield.  

 

 

Thank you and noted. 

 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 
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Not much to do for teenagers. 

If the potential owners have cars (and its usually 2 cars at least to a 

house) then the main access road in is Hyde Lane.  Hyde Lane 

experiences a lot of problems with cars. It is extremely busy road.  There 

is parking on one side leaving a width space for one car at a time.  This 

causes issues with cars at either side of the road speeding up (over the 

20mph limit) in order to get to the end of the road first…as well as stand 

off’s. This system causes a lot of arguments (road rage) with cars ending 

up driving on the grass banks. It is only a matter of time before a serious 

accident occurs! 

This is a village and should remain a village.  A new estate would 

change that, change the structure of the village and also the look of it.  

The village is on the boundary of south downs national park and should 

remain a small environment in order for it to remain a village. 

Suggested Modification: Either do not build the houses down Pound 

Lane or if you have to, then another access road is needed from the 

road to Small dole.  

Have more doctors at the Upper Beeding Surgery. 

NO to Plan: Because the infrastructure isn’t in place.  Access to the 

houses would be an issue.  This is a village environment, the housing 

development plans would change this both aesthetically and in 

structure. 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support. 

The HNA identified a future demand of 213 homes over the 

next 13 years whereas we are only recommending around 

109 houses over the whole Parish.  

WSCC recommend that the current roads will be adequate 

for any additional traffic generated. 

62 

Suggested Modification : Access Improvements must be made to the 

road access from off the High St. into Pound Lane  

Pound Lane SA483 

Suggested Modification: Access as above 

Yes to Plan: Parking in High St. will have to be restricted before it 

becomes a complete bottleneck. Buses find it increasingly difficult to 

pass through. 

Thank you and noted. 

We are aware of local concern to the access off the High St. 

to Pound Lane and have and will continue to push for some 

way to alleviate this problem both with Developers and 

WSCC 

64 

Site 1 Proximity to Listed building and insufficient road infrastructure. 

Suggested Modification: Remove from Plan 

Site 2 & 3: lack of demand for housing in this part of the village, outside 

village boundary, road infrastructure insufficient, traffic issues are 

significant, rejected by HDC Planning in 2015 

Thank you and noted. 

We feel we have covered your points raised in previous 

comments above 
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Suggested Modification: remove from Plan. 

NO to Plan: Sites unsuitable for above reasons. 

65 

Site 1 too close to listed building, local road infrastructure will not cope 

Suggested Modification: Remove proposal from NP 

Sites 2 & 3: Both sites rejected on good grounds by HDC Planning in 

2015. Lack of demand for housing in this part of the village, outside 

village boundary, local infrastructure and amenities cannot cope with 

additional housing and traffic issues will be significant. 

Suggested Modification: Remove from NP 

No to Plan: All sites are unsuitable due to the fact that they are outside 

the built up area and contradict the HDC planning decision. Also the 

impact on infrastructure will be significant in an already busy 

area(Pound Lane and Hyde Road) 

Thank you and noted. 

We feel we have covered your points raised in previous 

comments above 
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I am writing to comment on the proposed development on land to the 

east of Pound Lane. When the previous sets of plans were submitted to 

the local population of a development to the East of Pound Lane, the 

Plan was rejected on the basis of the amount of traffic which would be 

using Pound Lane. By extending Smugglers Lane from a point on the 

Henfield Road through to Pound Lane will not help the situation. In fact 

it will make the problem very much worse. 

Suggested Modification: With all the entrances into Pound lane of a 

narrow one carriageway category the amount of vehicles will double 

along with the numerous HGV lorries which use Pound Lane. Also there 

is the flood plains aspect. For that reason above I can see no solution to 

the problems 

NO to Plan.  

Thank you and noted. 

We feel we have covered your points raised in previous 

comments above 

68 

I have just returned from a walk along Smugglers Lane and have read 

the poster 100 homes to be built. Land at Smugglers and land East of 

Pound Lane is all flood plain and is flooded regularly. I know because I 

live backing onto Smugglers Lane. The last time end of May Flash Flood. 

The water poured down Underhill Road rounding the corner into 

Downsland Close. The road was completely flooded, so deep it came 

over the top of my neighbour’s wheels of her car. It was like a waterfall 

and gushed over into Smugglers Lane. We have one shop, no Post 

Thank you and noted. 

 

The plan is not for 100 homes in this area but for 70. 

Southern Water have stated that they will make plans to 

address flooding and sewerage 

 

Doctor’s surgery should improve with new surgery opening in 

Storrington 
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Office, no Bank. We have to wait to see a Doctor. Buses run one an 

hour if you are lucky. I use public transport. More traffic on the roads 

Pound Lane, Hyde Lane etc. very dangerous. The village won’t be able 

to cope with it all and it will be spoilt. 

Suggested Modifications: If more houses are built the builders would 

have to replace all the drains in the village as people get sewage in 

their gardens when it is heavy raining. 

YES to Plan 

70 

Site 2 & 3 rejected by HDC Planning in October 2015 

Suggested Modification: Remove from Plan 

The residents are in unanimous agreement of no demand for housing in 

this area of the village 

Suggested Modification: Remove from Plan 

Site 1 too near to listed cottage see DC/14/A45 HDC Planning 

Framework 

Suggested modification: Remove from Plan 

 NO to Plan: The above 3 sites are totally unsuitable for reasons of 

amenities outside built up area, road sewerage infrastructure. 

Thank you and noted. 

We feel we have covered your points raised in previous 

comments above 

71 

Site 2 & 3 rejected by HDC Planning Oct.2015 

Suggested Modification: Remove from Plan 

The residents are in unanimous agreement of no demand for housing in 

this area of the village 

Suggested Modification: Remove from Plan 

Site 1 too near to listed cottage see DC/14/A45 HDC Planning 

Framework 

Suggested modification: Remove from Plan 

 NO to Plan: The above 3 sites are totally unsuitable for reasons of 

amenities outside built up area, road sewerage infrastructure. 

Thank you and noted. 

We feel we have covered your points raised in previous 

comments above 

72 

Site 2 & 3 rejected by HDC Planning Oct.2015 

Suggested Modification: Remove from Plan 

The residents are in unanimous agreement of no demand for housing in 

this area of the village 

Suggested Modification: Remove from Plan 

Site 1 too near to listed cottage see DC/14/A45 HDC Planning 

Thank you and noted. 

We feel we have covered your points raised in previous 

comments above 
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Framework 

Suggested modification: Remove from Plan 

 NO to Plan: The above 3 sites are totally unsuitable for reasons of 

amenities outside built up area, road sewerage infrastructure 

73 
Site 1: Think a small development of affordable homes would be good 

in Smugglers Lane, not very good as it now is. 

Thank you and noted. 

75 

I thought sites 2 & 3 had been turned down by HDC before  

Suggested Modification: Remove from the Plan. 

There is no need for more housing in that area 

Suggested Modification: Remove from the Plan. 

The access is totally wrong. Another 100 homes would mean at least 

200 cars. Hyde lane & Pound Lane are already bad enough and 

cannot take more. The school wouldn’t cope or the Doctors. 

Suggested Modifications: Remove from Plan, please don’t spoil our 

village anymore; I’m all for progress but not this.. 

NO to Plan: Beeding has enough housing. 

Thank you and noted. 

We feel we have covered your points raised in previous 

comments above 
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Site 2&3 previously rejected by HDC in Oct.2015. Reasons for objection 

still apply 

Suggested Modification: Should be removed from UBNP 

There is no demand for large scale development that a site of this scale 

would potentially accommodate. Local essential amenities i.e. Primary 

School, Surgery, are already acutely stretched. It is incumbent upon 

UBPC to confirm the above facilities would not be impacted upon 

adversely. 

Site 1. This would impact adversely on the Grade 2 listed cottage 

causing harm to the setting contrary to HD Planning Framework. 

Suggested Modification: Should be removed from UBNP 

NO to Plan: The above sites listed are totally unsuitable and are outside 

the built up area. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 
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planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 

77 

Land on Flood Plain. Road will not take more traffic 

Suggested Modifications: Cancel Proposals 

School already at pupil limit ruin of countryside 

Suggested Modification: Cancel Proposal 

NO to Plan: I would not vote on 2 and 3 for the above reasons. 

Thank you for your comments 

We feel we have covered your comments in other responses 

78 

The last application relating to this site from 2014-15 was refused by HDC 

only 18 months ago on the grounds of unsuitability. 

Policy 3 contradicts the Vision for the Upper Beeding Parish which is “To 

improve the quality of life for those who live in the Villages of Upper 

Beeding...” 

As Simon Birstingl (Chair of the Parish Council) previously stated “There 

are very concerned residents who will suffer the consequences of this 

development while the landowner and developer reap the benefits.” 

The reasons have not changed, and the sites remain unsuitable. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane from the UB NP on the basis of 

unsustainability and unsuitability. 

The HDC Housing Strategy 2011-2031 clearly states that new 

developments should be based on proven demand and not just to 

satisfy supply targets.  The house on Smugglers Lane (no. 1 Smugglers 

Lane) was on the market under 2 years ago and didn’t sell; it is now 

back on the market since 20th March 2018 and remains unsold.  

Another house along the Driftway remains unsold since being put on 

the market on 11th April 2018. 

Demand is not proven in this area. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

The sites are only being put forward again not due to suitability, but 

because there are no alternatives AT THE CURRENT TIME. 

This is not a good enough reason to include them on the Plan. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

The sites are outside the built up area boundary, where development is 

Thank you for your comments. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 
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considered less sustainable and unacceptable. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

The infrastructure is woefully inadequate.  

Access to these sites is via a footpath (2767 – the “road” north of 

Smugglers Lane is NOT a road).  There are enough traffic problems via 

Hyde Lane currently, therefore traffic detours via 2 conservation areas 

(The Towers and Beeding high street) which is never taken into 

consideration. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

No to Plan: Prior refusal by Horsham District Council.  The conditions and 

reasons have not changed.  Sites remain unsuitable 

80 

Pound Lane is a un adopted road. Residents will have to cover the cost 

of any damage to this road. 

I also believe that the evidence provided that extra housing is needed 

in this area is insufficient. I want to save the SDNP 

Suggested Modifications: I don’t suggest any modifications as I don’t 

agree with the plans. 

NO to Plan: I simply don’t think there is demand in this rural area for 

housing. We have no rail links and property is already selling at reduced 

prices due to lack of demand. 

Thank you for your comment. 

Our HNA indicates a need for 213 homes but we are only 

recommending 109 for the whole Parish. 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

81 

The roads are unable to cope with increased traffic. Infrastructure is 

near capacity. 

Desperately want to save our Green Space. 

The housing prices are currently all reduced and property is difficult to 

sell. 

How would introducing nearly 100 new houses help this. 

Suggested Modification: I strongly oppose the development of this are 

and propose no modification to the plans as I simply do not agree with 

them. 

NO to Plan: I don’t think there is enough demand in this rural setting. No 

Thank you for your comment. 

WSCC have indicated that our roads will meet any extra 

demand put on them. 

The plan is not for 100 homes in the Pound Lane area but 

around 70. 
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rail links, you would need a car to live here but there is not enough 

parking available for these houses. 

Policy 3 – Land East of Pound Lane Upper Beeding 

29 

I find the total number of new houses proposed that will be accessed 

using Pound Lane too high. Traffic problems have been 

underestimated. The upper range for units is 157 which I estimate will 

generate at least 200 additional cars. I also find that there is insufficient 

attention given to the additional infrastructure needed to 

accommodate so many additional residents e.g. School places, 

sewage capacity, and capacity at Steyning Health Centre. I also feel 

there is inadequate consideration given to the flooding which already 

occurs in existing properties around this area e.g. in The Driftway, 

Church Lane etc. 

Suggested Modification: I feel that only a maximum of 50 one or two 

bed units should be provided in this area, ideally provided for rent 

through a Community Land Trust so they can be assured to be 

affordable in perpetuity. 

Thank you for your comment. 

WSCC have indicated that our roads will meet any extra 

demand put on them. 

The plan is not for 100 homes in the Pound Lane area but 

around 70. 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

30 

Any development to the north of Upper Beeding, i.e. Land East of 

Pound Lane is totally unacceptable until the issue of access through 

Hyde Lane is addressed.  Parking in Hyde Lane, Hyde Square, and the 

southern part of Pound Lane make this proposed site unsuitable for 

development.  This part of the village is at a dead end of streets and is 

already an issue for residents who have to contend with Hyde Lane on 

a daily basis.   

The infrastructure of this area, particularly drainage, is already well 

below what would be considered normal acceptability with bubbling 

inn the toilets after a rainstorm or wet period.  Although the proposed 

dwellings may not be directly on the flood plain the land does act as a 

soak away to protect existing dwellings.   

The Upper Beeding school is close to capacity and a development of 

the size proposed would exacerbate the issue. 

The development of 50 to 150 dwellings on one site in the area would 

seem to go against the policy of spreading the burden of new 

Thank you for your comment. 

We have commented above on similar comments raised 
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dwellings across the district rather than have a large development.  150 

houses at an average 2.4 people per dwelling is 360 people – a small 

village in its own right. 

This piece of land has already been recently rejected for the building of 

approximately 60 dwellings, partly because of the visual impact from 

the South Downs National Park.  The proposed new development 

would have equal, or worse, visual impact.   

I am disappointed that the UBPC seems to be working against the  

wishes of local residents on this matter.   

 

31 

Land east of Pound Lane, I understand that the housing need, but I am 

still concerned about building on this land, for all the reasons you set 

out mainly. The proximity of the flood plan, visibility of South Downs 

National Park etc. the proposed public open space will probably be 

too wet to use. Hyde Lane cannot take increased traffic. 

Suggested - remove from plan 

Thank you for your comments. 

We feel we have covered these in the points raised above. 

7 

Reasons against approval ( coverage of whole area) 

1. The proximity of South Downs National Park; a full view of Truleigh Hill 

from the village is afforded only across 'land east of Pound Lane', plus 

the immediate rural access to the Downs for walkers and riders. 

2. Housing on 'Little Paddocks', would conflict with the National Park 

policy of complete disapproval of new built- up areas in views from 

inside of the Park. 

3. The adjacency of the Flood Plain and the liability of parts of the land 

to flooding. 

4. The poor, long access road through the village that already causes 

congestion. 

5. The inadequate infrastructure (overloading of the school, drainage, 

sewage etc.) 

6. Pound House cottage, as listed building to be left untouchable by 

modern development. 

NB. see previous submissions, dating back to 1975 for details 

 

Thank you and noted. SDNP have laid down specific 

requirements in their response to the NP which covers your 

points and will be a requirement on any development. 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 

Pound Cottage would not be harmed. 
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8 

Reasons against approval ( coverage of whole area) 

1. The proximity of South Downs National Park; a full view of Truleigh Hill 

from the village is afforded only across 'land east of Pound Lane', plus 

the immediate rural access to the Downs for walkers and riders. 

2. Housing on 'Little Paddocks', would conflict with the National Park 

policy of complete disapproval of new built- up areas in views from 

inside of the Park. 

3. The adjacency of the Flood Plain and the liability of parts of the land 

to flooding. 

4. The poor, long access road through the village that already causes 

congestion. 

5. The inadequate infrastructure (overloading of the school, drainage, 

sewage etc.) 

6. Pound House cottage, as listed building to be left untouchable by 

modern development. 

NB. see previous submissions, dating back to 1975 for details 

 

Thank you and noted. SDNP have laid down specific 

requirements in their response to the NP which covers your 

points and will be a requirement on any development. 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 

Pound Cottage would not be harmed. 

32 

Local infrastructure will not support additional housing. Schools are 

over- subscribed. It is already difficult to make an appointment to see a 

doctor. Traffic at peak times, on Pound Lane is already heavy. Further 

congestion will impact on the safety of children and the elderly. 

This is a well documented  Flood Risk area. Existing residents have 

difficulty/expense obtaining insurance. Flood plains are there to protect 

settlements. Building on them puts more pressure on the area, therefore, 

more houses, would be at risk of being flooded. 

Non agreement to plan based on the above. 

Thank you for your comments. 

We feel we have covered these in the points raised above. 

33 

Local infrastructure is already under pressure. Further development will 

impact on schools (currently over- subscribed) and Health Centre 

services (ever longer waits for appointments). I don't believe these will 

support planned housing. 

Traffic on Pound Lane, is currently heavy at peak times. Further 

congestions poses increase risk to children and the elderly. 

There is a well-documented, historical Flood Risk in this area. Existing 

residents pay high insurance premiums. *Building on or adjacent to 

Thank you for your comments. 

We feel we have covered these in the points raised above. 
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Flood plain will clearly increase risk. 

Non agreement to plan based on the above. 

21 

Local schools are already at capacity & there is no point allowing a NP 

to be put forward with an allocation of houses that the local 

infrastructure cannot support. Has there been any consultation with the 

schools, surgeries (Dr), sewage/utility companies as to impact this 

increase in housing will have. 

Sites are outside the BUAB 

Suggested Modification: 1. Significantly reduce the number of housing 

in order for OB to be kept as ‘’sustainable’’. There is mention that there 

is not enough land to fulfil the original target. Surely this is proof enough 

our village cannot accommodate this size of development. 

2. The Cement Works could fulfil or housing obligation and within its 

development its own infrastructure could be created. 

No to Plan: The push to find land to fulfil our housing obligation within 

that has an infrastructure that is already stretched when a site like the 

cement works is a more viable possibility, will impact us all and not in a 

good way. Is the housing demand that great? A 3 bedroom dwelling 

was given planning and construction started in May 2016.It is now 

derelict with no sign of work being undertaken since Fe, 2018 

Thank you for your comments. 

We feel we have covered these in the points raised above. 

34 

My comments cover the three separate sites 1) Strip of Land Smugglers 

Lane, 2) Land east of Pound Lane 3) Little Paddocks. This is a flood zone 

3 and for the better part of the winter months is under water.  Accesses 

to the sites are via a single track road or footpath which is already 

falling apart and cannot withstand the impact of another 87 plus cars 

(assuming most houses will have more than 1 car this figure will Double). 

Nothing in the plan about the extra traffic coming into the village which 

needs to go through the village pass the school crossing as there is no 

access otherwise! The existing infrastructure for example roads, schools, 

doctors, sewerage works etc. cannot cope now let alone with another 

87 plus houses. Tankers are often in the village pumping out the 

sewerage The site is outside the built-up area boundary and within a 

countryside location and therefore should not be built on. 

Suggested Modification :No Houses to be allocated here 

Thank you for your comments. 

We feel we have covered these in the points raised above. 
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No to Plan: Previous applications have been all been rejected, there 

have been no changes so surely the same criteria that HDC used for 

Rydons refusal still stands. 

35 

This area is totally unsuitable for development as it will increase the 

traffic flow in Pound Lane immensely 

Additionally, the sewer system has problems now in coping with the 

volume so the extra volume from these houses will result in severe 

problems.   

It is on the flood plain and the homes will be at real risk of flooding as 

will the existing homes due to the run off from these extra properties. 

We live in a village location and the additional houses will destroy our 

local area.   

Without additional school places the children will be forced to find 

places elsewhere. 

Suggested Modification: Do not build on this area. 

Thank you for your comments. 

We feel we have covered these in the points raised above. 

22 

Living in The Driftway, at the lower end, we already suffer from flooding 

in winter; both our house and garage have suffered water damage. 

Building houses will mean that water that would have been absorbed in 

that land will now run off to increase pressure on the rest of the 

surrounding area. The lower end of The Driftway is already on a flood 

plain, building more houses in the area will mean many more houses 

are likely to be included in the flood plain. 

Access via Hyde Lane and Pound Lane is already overused, causing 

traffic issues due to narrow access and cars being parked in dangerous 

locations. Adding 150 cars will make the access impossible especially at 

peak times and will lead to increased risk for those crossing Pound Lane, 

especially youngsters going to school. 

Suggested Modification: Take the land east of Pound Lane out of the  

neighbourhood development plan 

No to Plan: Upper Beeding is a lovely village, building a lot more houses 

will take away the village feel, if we wanted to live in a more built up 

area we would move to either Steyning or Shoreham. The facilities we 

have are already under strain, I don’t see anything that will improve 

them, they will just move closer to breaking point. Pound Lane and 

Thank you for your comments. 

We feel we have covered these in the points raised above. 
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Hyde Lane will become more dangerous, leading to driver frustration, 

and increased risk for pedestrians. 

36 

With the congestion in Pound Lane getting worse by the day we find it 

unbelievable that anyone could even consider putting this policy in the 

Plan. 

Suggested Modification: If houses of this quantity need to be built then 

they should be adjacent to and have direct access to a main road and 

not be based on access through already over used village roads.   

NO to Plan for above reasons. 

Thank you for your comments. 

We feel we have covered these in the points raised above. 

23 

There are not enough spaces in the local schools to support 100 more 

homes on the sites identified in policies 2 & 3. The sewer systems on 

pound lane are very old and block on a regular basis. They cannot 

support any further homes. Parked cars and the narrow width of Hyde 

Lane make it very challenging/blind driving out of the village via Pound 

Lane and vice versa. More homes on Pound Lane would result in 

increased traffic, a higher risk of accidents and consequently a danger 

to the public. Smugglers Lane and the lane to the North of it floods after 

any substantial rainfall. It becomes unpassable on foot. It is unfair and 

irrational to build on areas that are known to flood. Smugglers Lane is 

popular dog walking spot and building around it would ruin this for the 

local residents of Upper Beeding. There is not enough space in local 

doctor’s surgeries to support hundreds more people. The Upper 

Beeding surgery is only open 2-3 hours each day. 

Suggested Modification: Do not build more houses on Pound Lane. 

NO to Plan 

Thank you for your comments. 

We feel we have covered these in the points raised above. 

37 

The current road access links via Pound Lane is not sufficient for the 

current level of traffic already trying to access and leave the village 

every day, particularly around school times and morning/evening. A 

bottle neck of traffic is ever present at the roundabout end of Pound 

Lane because of this. This needs addressing before any development 

can take place. Traffic is now also trying to avoid this bottle neck by 

cutting through Saltings Way and along Deacons Way or Pepperscomb 

Lane, creating a dangerous rat run. It won’t be long before a child gets 

knocked down by a car speeding through.  

Thank you for your comments. 

We feel we have covered these in the points raised above. 
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Suggested Modification: Completely separate access route needs to 

be created to allow traffic to enter the top of Pound Lane via Henfield 

Road. Traffic calming measures need implementing around the village 

to slow traffic down. Bottle neck at round about end of Pound Lane 

needs to be alleviated. Address the current traffic situation before 

adding an increase in traffic. 

The school can only just support the existing community as it is, it will not 

be able to support an additional development.  

Suggested Modification: A larger school will be required to cope with a 

larger intake. 

Pound Lane will not be able to cope with the development traffic, i.e. 

large lorries and site traffic during the development process.  

Suggested Modification: Alternative access route to be created before 

any work begins  

Is this land on a flood plain? Building on a flood plain is not a suitable 

site.   

Suggested Modification: Find alternative site. 

The sewage treatment has previously struggled with the existing size of 

the community as it is, this will require addressing if another 

development is to be added to it.  

Suggested Modification: Address the existing sewerage situation prior to 

development.   

NO to Plan. 

38 

The proposed idea to build houses here contradicts the Parish Council 

views as expressed in you submission to HDC on the 01/10/2014 to the 

proposal to build 65 houses (ref: DC/14/1744 and DC/14/1755). The PC 

stated 7 reasons for objecting amongst which were that it was 

agricultural, there was an issue of access, an issue with flooding, 

insufficient consideration for health and education and issues over bio-

diversity.  

Perhaps the PC would like to publish this along with the 2016 ‘Housing 

and Development Focus Team 

Document’ report (page 22) that also rejects the site(s) proposed for 

the reasons stated by HDC in their decision notice.  

Thank you for your comments. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 
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I also refer you to the HDC reasons for rejecting them (dated 

20/10/2015) and the decisions notice (posted on the website 

27/10/2015). The reasons are there but I draw your attention to this: ‘The 

development is not essential to its countryside location and does not 

support the needs of agriculture or forestry. It is, therefore, contrary to 

Policies CP1 and CP5 of the Core Strategy (2007), Policies 2, 3 and 4 of 

the Horsham District Planning Framework and Paragraphs 7 and 64 of 

the National Planning Policy Framework (2012).’  

In the ‘Upper Beeding Parish Neighbourhood Plan 2018-2033’ report on 

page 46 section 7.25 the PC notes the above HDC decision but then 

seems to forget that amongst the problems noted in this were those 

alluded to in the objection raised by the PC itself and many, many 

others. 

I accept that the PC makes reference to what has to be done on p47 

but with perhaps around ~20% more houses being proposed, does the 

PC truly believe that these issues will magically disappear? 

I also note that the PC acknowledges that its proposals are not in line 

with Policy 4 of the HDPF.   

Perhaps you can explain to the village how you will resolve these 

problems. 

Suggested Modification: Beeding Cement Works: can WSCC provide 

any form of funding. It’s a brownfield site and surely must be on interest 

given the space? 

There is no change to the access and to the issues highlighted in the 

past and therefore my comment is that it should not be permitted. 

NO to Policy 3: I presume you mean the proposals set out in (3). There 

are some interesting ideas but in my view there are too many 

unresolved issues and a number of inconsistencies.  

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water has stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage. 

Work is still ongoing with SDNPA to develop the Cement Works 

and we are involved with the Area Action Plan that SDNP are 

developing, 

24 

UB PC objected to Rydon’s application DC/14/1744 and DC/14/1745 on 

01/10/14 to developing 65 houses on the 2 fields beyond Smugglers 

Lane. HDC refused permission. 

Furthermore, in 2016 the UB PC ‘Housing and Development Focus Team 

Document’ report also rejects those sites. Why is this any different? 

Suggested Modification: Do not build more houses on Pound Lane. 

Thank you for your comments. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 
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The sewage infrastructure on pound lane is very old and block on a 

regular basis. They cannot support any further homes. 

UB PC were previously not satisfied that sufficient consideration had 

been given to the disposal of sewage, given that the foul drainage 

disposal system in the vicinity is already known to be overstretched 

beyond capacity. What has changed?  

Suggested Modification: Consult the local community properly before 

making ridiculous housing suggestions that will impact day to day lives 

of existing residents. 

The only access routes between the site and the village, and onto the 

main transport network, is via Hyde Lane and Saltings Way, both of 

which are narrow and already over-utilised. More homes on Pound 

Lane would result in increased traffic, a higher risk of accidents and 

consequently a danger to the public.  

Suggested Modification: Build elsewhere where appropriate routes 

already exist or can be improved. 

Smugglers Lane and the lane to the North of it floods after any 

substantial rainfall, as does the field.  

UB PC were previously not satisfied that sufficient consideration has 

been given to the disposal of surface water at a site adjacent to the 

flood plain of the river Adur, and already known to be significantly 

prone to flooding. What has changed?  

Suggested Modification: Build somewhere else which isn’t on a flood risk 

area…? 

Smugglers Lane is popular dog walking spot and building around it 

would ruin this for the local residents of Upper Beeding, as well as visitors 

to the area.  

Suggested Modification: Build somewhere else. 

There are not enough spaces at the local doctor surgery and school to 

support more families. The Upper Beeding surgery is only open part time 

hours and the school is oversubscribed already.   

Suggested Modification: Another school and doctor surgery (or 

expansion to existing) would need to be built to support this many 

houses. I already can’t go to my own village doctors, which is ridiculous, 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water has stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage. 
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and I would like my own unborn child to be able to go to the school 5 

minutes from my house, rather than new residents. 70 more families 

would potentially not allow this, and mean I have to take my child to a 

school and doctors nowhere near where I live. 

There are a number of species considered rare or endangered within a 

kilometre radius from the proposed site, as listed by the biodiversity 

report from the previous application of 2014. I have witnessed stag 

beetles, newts, owls and geese during dog walks around smugglers 

lane.   

Suggested Modification: Expert scrutiny of the ecology and wildlife 

needs to be carried out prior to ANY application being considered. 

NO TO PLAN This area has already been rejected twice before, as 

noted in detail above, stop trying to build on it!! Leave Pound Lane 

alone. 
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The proposed idea to build houses here contradicts the PC views as 

expressed in your submission to HDC on 01/10/2014to the proposal to 

build 64 houses (ref: DC14 /1744 and DC14/1755). The PC stated 7 

reasons for objecting amongst which it was agricultural, there was an 

issue of access, an issue with flooding, insufficient consideration for 

health and education and issues over bio-diversity. Perhaps the PC 

would like to publish this along with the Housing and Development 

Focus Team Document (page 22) that also rejects the sites for reasons 

stated by HDC in their decision notice. 

I refer you to the HDC reasons for rejecting them dated (22/10/2015) 

and the decisions notice (posted on the website 27/10/2015). The 

reasons are there but I draw your attention to this: The development is 

not essential to its countryside location and does not support the needs 

of agricultural and forestry. It is therefore contrary to policies CP1 and 

CP5 of the Core Strategy (2007), Policies 2, 3 and 4 of the Horsham 

District Planning Framework and Paragraphs 7 and 64 of the National 

Planning Policy Framework (2012). In the ‘Upper Beeding 

Neighbourhood Plan 2018 – 2033’ report on page 46 section 7.25 the 

PC notes the above HDC decision but then seems to forget that 

amongst the problems noted in this were those alluded to in the 

Thank you for your comments. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water has stated that they will make 
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objection raised by the PC itself and many, many others. 

I accept that the PC makes reference to what has to be done on P47 

but with perhaps 20% more houses being proposed, does the PC truly 

believe that these issues will magically disappear. I also note that the 

proposals are not in line with Policy 4 of HDPF. Perhaps you will explain 

to the village how you will resolve these problems. 

Suggested Modification: Beeding Cement Works: can WSCC provide 

any form of funding. It’s a brownfield site and surely must be on interest 

given the space? 

There is no change to the access and to the issues highlighted in the 

past and therefore my comment is that it should not be permitted. 

NO to Policy 3: I presume you mean the proposals set out in (3). There 

are some interesting ideas but in my view there are too many 

unresolved issues and a number of inconsistencies. 

plans to address flooding and sewerage. 

Work is still ongoing with SDNPA to develop the Cement Works 

and we are involved with the Area Action Plan that SDNP are 

developing, 
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I believe that these areas are unsuitable for the number of dwellings 

proposed due to inadequate access for vehicles via Hyde Lane and 

Pound Lane, already pinch points. Increased vehicle movements 

during construction, and afterwards during occupation of the dwellings, 

will have an undue impact on the environment of this rural area. 

Other local roads such as Hyde Street and Manor Road would become 

‘rat runs’ during peak traffic times to bypass the already congested 

Hyde Lane and Pound Lane. 

Areas are liable to flooding; note rain in last weeks, development may 

have an impact on the already unstable water table of the area. 

Extra pressure on inadequate drainage, both surface and foul, gas 

supply, and portable water supply and electricity supplies for the area 

would ensue. 

Transport links are poor for the area, lack of access to medical care; 

schools etc. would be a long-term problem. 

Access to A27 from Upper Beeding is inadequate, especially if Cement 

Works proposal goes ahead, even more traffic on a rural road. 

Access to basic shopping needs, one store in the area, would mean 

further impact on the environment with extra vehicle journeys to 

supermarkets or home delivery 

Thank you for your comments. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water has stated that they will make 
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Suggested Modifications: Minimum development with designs in 

keeping with older houses already in the area. Low build height with 

local materials to preserve views from The South Downs and to be in 

keeping with the historic significance of the area. 

YES to Plan. 

plans to address flooding and sewerage. 

Work is still ongoing with SDNPA to develop the Cement Works 

and we are involved with the Area Action Plan that SDNP are 

developing, 
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Section 7.23 (Smugglers Lane, Pound lane & Little paddocks) 

1. Though listed as three separate sites, they would inevitably be 

developed as one.  This would mean a potential for 157 of the 

projected 213 required new homes in a single development directly 

contradicting UBNP vision for “small clusters” as stated in section 5.1 and 

“sensitivity to the setting” referenced in section 6.3 

2. All reasons for previous rejections of development in these areas still 

stand - Inadequate road network, inadequate sewage, existing flood 

risk, increased flood risk, lack of school capacity, lack of healthcare 

capacity etc. 

3. No Clear assurance that Smugglers lane itself will remain vehicle free 

or that the wide tree/hedge boundary and wildlife will be protected. 

Suggested Modification: Several sites were not even reviewed by 

AECOM due to their position within SDNP.  Yet some are adjacent to 

and between existing developments, and could support “small clusters” 

of careful development. 

Perhaps too much “consideration” is being given to SDNP even before 

full evaluations of these sites are conducted. 

NO to PLAN: With reference to policy 3 above.  This would bring too 

much development to a single area of the village that is already under 

significant strain in all regards, and would result in a direct, negative 

impact to existing homeowners on all adjacent boundaries. 

Thank you for your comments. 

The NP states around 70 homes across all 3 sites. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 
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The proposed idea to build houses here contradicts the PC views as 

expressed in your submission to HDC on 01/10/2014to the proposal to 

build 64 houses (ref: DC14 /1744 and DC14/1755). The PC stated 7 

reasons for objecting amongst which it was agricultural, there was an 

issue of access, an issue with flooding, insufficient consideration for 

health and education and issues over bio-diversity. Perhaps the PC 

would like to publish this along with the Housing and Development 

Thank you for your comments. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  
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Focus Team Document (page 22) that also rejects the sites for reasons 

stated by HDC in their decision notice. 

I refer you to the HDC reasons for rejecting them dated (22/10/2015) 

and the decisions notice (posted on the website 27/10/2015). The 

reasons are there but I draw your attention to this: The development is 

not essential to its countryside location and does not support the needs 

of agricultural and forestry. It is therefore contrary to policies CP1 and 

CP5 of the Core Strategy (2007), Policies 2, 3 and 4 of the Horsham 

District Planning Framework and Paragraphs 7 and 64 of the National 

Planning Policy Framework (2012). In the ‘Upper Beeding 

Neighbourhood Plan 2018 – 2033’ report on page 46 section 7.25 the 

PC notes the above HDC decision but then seems to forget that 

amongst the problems noted in this were those alluded to in the 

objection raised by the PC itself and many, many others. 

I accept that the PC makes reference to what has to be done on P47 

but with perhaps 20% more houses being proposed, does the PC truly 

believe that these issues will magically disappear. I also note that the 

proposals are not in line with Policy 4 of HDPF. Perhaps you will explain 

to the village how you will resolve these problems. 

Suggested Modification: Beeding Cement Works: can WSCC provide 

any form of funding. It’s a brownfield site and surely must be on interest 

given the space? 

There is no change to the access and to the issues highlighted in the 

past and therefore my comment is that it should not be permitted. 

NO to Policy 3: I presume you mean the proposals set out in (3). There 

are some interesting ideas but in my view there are too many 

unresolved issues and a number of inconsistencies. 

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water have stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage 
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The Foreword to the NP specifically identifies the vision as “To improve 

the quality of life for those who live in the villages of Upper Beeding”. 

Clauses 7.23-26 inclusive then directly contradict this vision. Suggesting 

that anywhere between 59 and 157 additional homes totalled across 

the three sites can be introduced on the outskirts of the village, 

bounded by the National Park and only accessible through 

an already over- trafficked narrow road (Hyde/Pound Lane) servicing 

Thank you for your comments. 

It is still the NP’s vision to improve the quality of life. 

The NP states around 70 homes across all 3 sites. 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 
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an existing estate and supermarket demonstrates a blatant disregard 

for the current inhabitants of Hyde and Pound Lanes respectively and 

the impact on their “quality of life”. The introduction of these homes 

would add to an already-overloaded infrastructure of Schools and 

Drainage too. The existing Primary School is already at capacity with 

little room for expansion other than developing the existing playing 

field with the obvious loss of amenity. Access to the School for drop off 

and collection is already over-burdened and it is not possible to 

alleviate this within the constrictions of the surrounding housing, 

even before additional pupils are introduced. The existing Primary 

School is already at capacity with little room for expansion other than 

developing the existing playing field with the obvious loss of amenity. 

Access to the School for drop off and collection is already over-

burdened and it is not possible to alleviate this within the constrictions of 

the surrounding housing, even before additional pupils are introduced. 

These 3 sites should not be brought forward as part of the 

Neighbourhood Plan, being unsustainable quantum and position, 

incompatible with the existing infrastructure constraints and directly 

REDUCING the quality of life for those who live in the Pound and Hyde 

Lane. The Water Authority have also already indicated that existing 

Drainage Infrastructure is at/beyond capacity, as has been proven 

when the pumping stations have failed and numerous tanker 

movements introduced to relieve the resulting chaos. All of these issues 

have already been emphasised and accepted during previous 

unsuccessful Planning Appeals on these sites and so for AECOM to 

suggest that such challenges could be overcome ignores 

factual evidence. 

Suggested Modification: These 3 sites should not be brought forward as 

part of the Neighbourhood Plan, being unsustainable quantum and 

position, incompatible with the existing infrastructure constraints and 

directly REDUCING the quality of life for those who live in the Pound and 

Hyde Lane 

NO to PLAN: The suggestion in Policy 3 directly contradicts the stated 

“Vision” of the Plan for existing inhabitants 

placed by more cars. 

 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water has stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage. 
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44 

The proposed idea to build houses here contradicts the Parish Council 

views as expressed in you submission to HDC on the 01/10/2014 to the 

proposal to build 65 houses (ref: DC/14/1744 and DC/14/1755). The PC 

stated 7 reasons for objecting amongst which were that it was 

agricultural, there was an issue of access, an issue with flooding, 

insufficient consideration for health and education and issues over bio-

diversity.  

Perhaps the PC would like to publish this along with the 2016 ‘Housing 

and Development Focus Team 

Document’ report (page 22) that also rejects the site(s) proposed for 

the reasons stated by HDC in their decision notice.  

I also refer you to the HDC reasons for rejecting them (dated 

20/10/2015) and the decisions notice (posted on the website 

27/10/2015). The reasons are there but I draw your attention to this: ‘The 

development is not essential to its countryside location and does not 

support the needs of agriculture or forestry. It is, therefore, contrary to 

Policies CP1 and CP5 of the Core Strategy (2007), Policies 2, 3 and 4 of 

the Horsham District Planning Framework and Paragraphs 7 and 64 of 

the National Planning Policy Framework (2012).’  

In the ‘Upper Beeding Parish Neighbourhood Plan 2018-2033’ report on 

page 46 section 7.25 the PC notes the above HDC decision but then 

seems to forget that amongst the problems noted in this were those 

alluded to in the objection raised by the PC itself and many, many 

others. 

I accept that the PC makes reference to what has to be done on p47 

but with perhaps around ~20% more houses being proposed, does the 

PC truly believe that these issues will magically disappear? 

I also note that the PC acknowledges that its proposals are not in line 

with Policy 4 of the HDPF.   

Perhaps you can explain to the village how you will resolve these 

problems. 

Suggested Modification: Beeding Cement Works: can WSCC provide 

any form of funding. It’s a brownfield site and surely must be on interest 

given the space? 

Thank you for your comments. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water has stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage. 

Work is still ongoing with SDNPA to develop the Cement Works 

and we are involved with the Area Action Plan that SDNP are 

developing, 
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There is no change to the access and to the issues highlighted in the 

past and therefore my comment is that it should not be permitted. 

NO to Policy 3: I presume you mean the proposals set out in (3). There 

are some interesting ideas but in my view there are too many 

unresolved issues and a number of inconsistencies 
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I believe that these areas are unsuitable for the number of dwellings 

proposed due to inadequate access for vehicles via Hyde Lane and 

Pound Lane, already pinch points. Increased vehicle movements 

during construction, and afterwards during occupation of the dwellings, 

will have an undue impact on the environment of this rural area. 

Other local roads such as Hyde Street and Manor Road would become 

‘rat runs’ during peak traffic times to bypass the already congested 

Hyde Lane and Pound Lane. 

Areas are liable to flooding; note rain in last weeks, development may 

have an impact on the already unstable water table of the area. 

Extra pressure on inadequate drainage, both surface and foul, gas 

supply, and portable water supply and electricity supplies for the area 

would ensue. 

Transport links are poor for the area, lack of access to medical care; 

schools etc. would be a long-term problem. 

Access to A27 from Upper Beeding is inadequate, especially if Cement 

Works proposal goes ahead, even more traffic on a rural road. 

Access to basic shopping needs, one store in the area, would mean 

further impact on the environment with extra vehicle journeys to 

supermarkets or home delivery 

Suggested Modifications:  Minimum development with designs in 

keeping with older houses already in the area. Low build height with 

local materials to preserve views from The South Downs and to be in 

keeping with the historic significance of the area. 

YES to NP. 

 

46 

Too many houses planned for this area. 

Pound Lane and Hyde Lane not wide enough to cope with increase in 

traffic – likely to have 1-2 cars per house – would make trying to get in 

and out of village intolerable. 
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Area planned covers near to where migrating geese and other water 

birds regularly stay. Also an area for bats and owls - would lose or at 

least have their prey severely diminished by this development. 

What will happen to flood water current carried by drains in that area? 

– will it flood the development or overflow into other areas. Plans do not 

make clear what effect this will have on the water table. Will it affect 

the quality and quantity of water supply? 

Do not want to lose Smugglers Lane as a good bridle way /path. 

Suggested Modification: Much smaller development of up to 20 

houses near to current road (Pound Lane) would have a less 

detrimental effect. Why has all building on SDNP been automatically 

ruled out? 

NO to NP. Whilst the majority of the plan has very good ideas, the 

housing plan for land to east of Pound Lane including the Smugglers 

Lane plot is not acceptable for the reasons outlined above. 
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Road network is currently very poor for current traffic, schools are only 

just coping. Flood area will become worse given EA intentions 

Suggested Modifications: Pound Lane to have double yellow lines 

throughout and enforced. Added drainage for road flooding 

Smugglers/Pound Lane Junction. Any housing granted should have a 

minimum of 4 parking places per house. 

NO to PLAN. The increase in local housing for political reasons cannot 

be supported without substantial investment. 

We feel we have covered your points raised in previous 

comments above 
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The Foreword to the NP specifically identifies the vision as “To improve 

the quality of life for those who live in the villages of Upper Beeding”. 

Clauses 7.23-26 inclusive then directly contradict this vision. Suggesting 

that anywhere between 59 and 157 additional homes totalled across 

the three sites can be introduced on the outskirts of the village, 

bounded by the National Park and only accessible through an already 

over- trafficked narrow road (Hyde/Pound Lane) servicing an existing 

estate and supermarket demonstrates a blatant disregard for the 

current inhabitants of Hyde and Pound Lanes respectively and the 

impact on their “quality of life”. The introduction of these homes would 

add to an already-overloaded infrastructure of Schools and Drainage 

We feel we have covered your points raised in previous 

comments above 
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too. The existing Primary School is already at capacity with little room for 

expansion other than developing the existing playing field with the 

obvious loss of amenity. Access to the School for drop off and 

collection is already over-burdened and it is not possible to alleviate this 

within the constrictions of the surrounding housing, even before 

additional pupils are introduced. The Water Authority have also already 

indicated that existing Drainage Infrastructure is at/beyond capacity, 

as has been proven when the pumping stations have failed and 

numerous tanker movements introduced to relieve the resulting chaos. 

Suggested Modifications: All of these issues have already been 

emphasised and accepted during previous unsuccessful Planning 

Appeals on these sites and so for AECOM to suggest that such 

challenges could be overcome ignores factual evidence. These 3 sites 

should not be brought forward as part of the Neighbourhood Plan, 

being unsustainable quantum and position, incompatible with the 

existing infrastructure constraints and directly REDUCING the quality 

of life for those who live in the Pound and Hyde Lane 

NO to Plan : The suggestion in Policy 3 directly contradicts the stated 

“Vision” of the Plan for existing inhabitants 
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Disagree with this policy as a development of this size in one location is 

too large for the infrastructure for the village to accommodate. In 

particular, limited road access and inadequate sewerage system and 

pipes.  

Suggested Modification: Ideally remove Policy 3 completely 

In addition, a similar proposal for the second and third areas of land 

was rejected previously by HDC. The second area of the land, “Land 

east of Pound Lane” was deemed ‘Not Currently Developable’ in the 

SHELAA. If this area is not appropriate to develop then the third area, 

“Little Paddocks” would not be appropriate to take forward for 

development (as identified in the draft policy). Suggested Modification: 

If Policy 3 remains, change the policy to only support development of 

around 15 houses on the “Strip of Land Smugglers Lane”. Such a 

development would be much more in proportion to the size of the 

village and not require significant infrastructure development.NO to 

We feel we have covered your points raised in previous 

comments above 
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Plan: Without alterations to Policy 3, the plan could result in a new 

development in Upper Beeding village which is of such a size that it 

would change the character of the village, whilst significantly 

extending the built-up area. The infrastructure currently in place would 

not be able to cope with this significant new development. 
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Strip of land, Smugglers Lane. Not suitable: 

- lack of access & traffic congestion 

Suggested Modification:  Address issues or recommend not 

developable 

Land East of Pound Lane. Not suitable: 

- Application previously refused as outside built up area boundary 

and within countryside location. 

- Impact on Southdowns National Park 

- Flood risk 

- Adverse impact on countryside 

- Need to conserve and enhance our natural environment 

- Would be overdevelopment of a countryside location 

- Damage to wildlife habitats 

- Traffic congestion in Hyde Lane and Saltings Way 

- Already deemed ‘not developable’ in the SHELAA 

Suggested Modification: Change recommendation to not developable 

As above  

Suggested Modification: Change recommendation to not developable 

NO to Plan: No, because I do not believe the Draft Neighbourhood Plan 

takes into account the needs or wishes of the community. It does not 

meet the requirement to conserve and enhance the natural 

environment. 

We feel we have covered your points raised in previous 

comments above 
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I do not agree with policy 3 as it is too big a development for a village 

this size that does not have adequate access. Large sections of Pound 

lane and Hyde Lane have on street parking which does not allow two 

way traffic. Other roads coming into the village are one way or also 

congested with on road parking, such as Saltings way and Church 

Lane.  

Suggested Modification: Find a location that you do not have to drive 

We feel we have covered your points raised in previous 

comments above 
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all the way through a village to get to. 

A similar proposal for the second and third areas of land was rejected 

previously by HDC. The second area of the land, “Land east of Pound 

Lane” was deemed ‘Not Currently Developable’ in the SHELAA. If this 

area is not appropriate to develop then the third area, “Little 

Paddocks” would not be appropriate to take forward for development 

(as identified in the draft policy). 

Suggested Modification: Ideally remove Policy 3 completely 

NO to Plan: If policy 3 was to go ahead it would have a huge negative 

impact on the village by putting a strain on the already overcrowded 

local roads and a school that has already run out of space. The school 

has already been required to half the size of the hard area of 

playground due to a new classroom for the expanding classes. If policy 

3 was to go ahead then more classes would be required and no 

playground will be left for the children and this is just not acceptable.. 
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The proposed idea to build houses here contradicts the Parish Council 

views as expressed in you submission to HDC on the 01/10/2014 to the 

proposal to build 65 houses (ref: DC/14/1744 and DC/14/1755). The PC 

stated 7 reasons for objecting amongst which were that it was 

agricultural, there was an issue of access, an issue with flooding, 

insufficient consideration for health and education and issues over bio-

diversity.  

Perhaps the PC would like to publish this along with the 2016 ‘Housing 

and Development Focus Team 

Document’ report (page 22) that also rejects the site(s) proposed for 

the reasons stated by HDC in their decision notice.  

I also refer you to the HDC reasons for rejecting them (dated 

20/10/2015) and the decisions notice (posted on the website 

27/10/2015). The reasons are there but I draw your attention to this: ‘The 

development is not essential to its countryside location and does not 

support the needs of agriculture or forestry. It is, therefore, contrary to 

Policies CP1 and CP5 of the Core Strategy (2007), Policies 2, 3 and 4 of 

the Horsham District Planning Framework and Paragraphs 7 and 64 of 

the National Planning Policy Framework 

Thank you for your comments. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 
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(2012).’  

In the ‘Upper Beeding Parish Neighbourhood Plan 2018-2033’ report on 

page 46 section 7.25 the PC notes the above HDC decision but then 

seems to forget that amongst the problems noted in this were those 

alluded to in the objection raised by the PC itself and many, many 

others. 

I accept that the PC makes reference to what has to be done on p47 

but with perhaps around ~20% more houses being proposed, does the 

PC truly believe that these issues will magically disappear? 

I also note that the PC acknowledges that its proposals are not in line 

with Policy 4 of the HDPF.   

Perhaps you can explain to the village how you will resolve these 

problems.  

Proposed building site is too close/visible from Beeding Hill and Windmill 

hill as stated by SDNP, as well as being outside the built up area 

boundary. 

Parish Council concerned about sewage demands, education and 

health facilities. 

The schools surrounding the proposed site are full enough as it is, as well 

as the health centre, without a huge increase in families. The increase in 

houses will create more pressure etc. on schools and doctor’s surgeries 

nearby.   

Does this proposition not go against HDC’s ‘hierarchical approach of 

keeping developments within main settlement? 

Increases of traffic - most homes typically have a minimum of 2 cars per 

family. This building proposition would increase the amount of 

congestion as there’s not enough road space nor roads near the 

proposed site already, thus potentially causing dangers, traffic and 

more road incidents/accidents and pollution as well as there being 

serious traffic problems. 

Flood plains – Suggested sites are flood plains that flood awfully, 

especially during winter. Would it not be better to build on areas that 

aren’t flood plains? And on areas in which access with cars is easier, 

safer and better? Suggested Modifications: Beeding Cement Works: 

planned and Southern Water has stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage. 

Work is still ongoing with SDNPA to develop the Cement Works 

and we are involved with the Area Action Plan that SDNP are 

developing, 
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can WSCC provide any form of funding. It’s a brownfield site and surely 

must be on interest given the space? 

There is no change to the access and to the issues highlighted in the 

past and therefore my comment is that it should not be permitted. 

NO to Policy 3: I presume you mean the proposals set out in (3). There 

are some interesting ideas but in my view there are too many 

unresolved issues and a number of inconsistencies.  

56 

The last application relating to this site from 2014-15 was refused by HDC 

on 27/010/2015 on the grounds of unsuitability (2 counts).  This was a 

justifiable decision due to it being less sustainable and outside of the 

built up area of UB.  Neither of these reasons has changed since then 

and so why repeat the inclusion of this land as part of the UB NP?   

Remove the site East of Pound Lane from the UB NP on the basis of 

unsustainability and unsuitability. 

The HDC Housing Strategy 2011-2031 clearly states that new 

developments should be based on proven demand and not just to 

satisfy supply targets. i.e. the ‘AECOM Housing Need Assessment’ page 

9, item 0.3 / 16.  A clear example of the limited demand are the newer 

houses (nos 81-87) on Pound Lane, some that took more than two years 

to sell.  Therefore there is not the demand for a huge volume of further 

houses in this area. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane from the UB NP. 

If more than 50 new houses were built and without a proven demand 

(as per my comment above), then they could remain unoccupied for 

several years and potentially never sell. This could attract squatters, 

theft and damage to those unoccupied properties and increased 

crime in our area.  This would not only have a huge detrimental impact 

on the village and particularly neighbours of the site such as my family 

(Emery Lodge) but would strongly deter new purchases of those empty 

properties.  This would exacerbate the problem to an intolerable 

degree.   

Remove the site East of Pound Lane from the UB NP. 

An application for 9 new houses at the top of Pound Lane was refused 

by HDC in I believe, 2017. This should clearly indicate that a 

Thank you for your comments. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

The HNA identifies the need for rented, affordable and 

sheltered homes. 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water has stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage. 

Work is still ongoing with SDNPA to develop the Cement Works 

and we are involved with the Area Action Plan that SDNP are 

developing, 
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development on the land east of Pound Lane on a scale potentially 5-

fold of that would be perverse. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane from the UB NP. 

NO to Plan: My comments in the table above lay down why.  i.e. this is 

a totally unsuitable site for development on such a scale as is UB as a 

whole if outside of the existing built up area. 

57 

The last application relating to this site from 2014-15 was refused by HDC 

only 18 months ago on the grounds of unsuitability. 

Policy 3 contradicts the Vision for the Upper Beeding Parish which is “To 

improve the quality of life for those who live in the Villages of Upper 

Beeding...” 

As Simon Birstingl (Chair of the Parish Council) previously stated “There 

are very concerned residents who will suffer the consequences of this 

development while the landowner and developer reap the benefits.” 

The reasons have not changed, and the sites remain unsuitable. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane from the UB NP on the basis of 

unsustainability and unsuitability. 

The HDC Housing Strategy 2011-2031 clearly states that new 

developments should be based on proven demand and not just to 

satisfy supply targets.  The house on Smugglers Lane (no. 1 Smugglers 

Lane) was on the market under 2 years ago and didn’t sell; it is now 

back on the market since 20th March 2018 and remains unsold.  

Another house along the Driftway remains unsold since being put on 

the market on 11th April 2018. 

Demand is not proven in this area. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

The sites are only being put forward again not due to suitability, but 

because there are no alternatives AT THE CURRENT TIME. 

This is not a good enough reason to include them on the Plan. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

The sites are outside the built up area boundary, where development is 

considered less sustainable and unacceptable. 

Thank you for your comments. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water has stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage. 

Work is still ongoing with SDNPA to develop the Cement Works 

and we are involved with the Area Action Plan that SDNP are 

developing, 
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Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

The infrastructure is woefully inadequate.  

Access to these sites is via a footpath (2767 – the “road” north of 

Smugglers Lane is NOT a road).  There are enough traffic problems via 

Hyde Lane currently, therefore traffic detours via 2 conservation areas 

(The Towers and Beeding high street) which are never taken into 

consideration. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

No to Plan: Prior refusal by Horsham District Council.  The conditions and 

reasons have not changed.  Sites remain unsuitable 
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Comment 

Reasons for refusal of DC/14/1744 & DC/14/1745 that are still 

applicable: 

1. By reason of its location, scale and proximity to the Grade II 

Listed Pound House Cottage, the proposed development would harm 

the setting of the listed building. There are no overriding public benefits 

of the proposed development which would outweigh the harm to the 

setting of the listed building. 

 

2. The boundary of the South Downs National Park (SDNP) is 

approximately 250 metres from the site, and the Park surrounds the site 

to the East and West. 

3. Highways - Pound Lane is a LANE!, it is already becoming 

increasingly difficult to navigate Hyde Lane and Pound Lane due to 

parked vehicles. 

4. Drainage - For us in Smugglers Lane it only takes a downpour of 

rain to cause a sewerage backlog, and it is a well-known fact that the 

village drainage and sewerage system is already beyond capacity. 

5. Flood risk - During the DC/14/1744 and 1745 consultative period, I 

Thank you for your comments. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 
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produced photographic evidence where flood water could be seen 

almost lapping the hedgerow at the East of the 'Strip of Land Smugglers 

Lane' and ‘Land east of Pound Lane’. However, is the Council aware 

that it appears that a large pond / lake with an island has been 

developed on the land to the East of the 'Strip of Land Smugglers Lane' 

which nearly abuts the same hedgerow? I spotted this whilst out 

walking in early July which of course has been a very arid period. If 

there was flood water at such a height during very rainy periods, where 

will this flood water go if there is now a lake occupying this land? 

Suggested Modification: Removal of the following sites from the 

Neighbourhood Plan: 

• Strip of Land, Smugglers Lane 

• Land east of Pound Lane 

• Little Paddocks 

NO to PLAN: I do not agree with ‘Strip of Land, Smugglers Lane’, ‘Land 

east of Pound Lane’ or ‘Little Paddocks’ being included in the 

Neighbourhood plan Policies 2 and 3, for the reasons given above. This 

seems like another desperate attempt to squeeze housing into a 

location where it doesn’t belong, and would only serve to benefit the 

land owners’ pockets. 

planned and Southern Water has stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage. 

Work is still ongoing with SDNPA to develop the Cement Works 

and we are involved with the Area Action Plan that SDNP are 

developing, 
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Land sits above an underground water course (visible in a well at 50 

Pound lane) This will be contaminated during construction and after 

from road run off. 

The area is known to be the habitat of Long Eared Brown Bat 

Suggested Modification: None as they are protected by the law 

Any major building will adversely affect Pound House Cottage a Grade 

2 listed building. Pound lane has a pinch point allowing single line 

traffic. 

Suggested Modification: Policy CH9 of WSCC Plan. 

The school in UB is already full. Any additional housing will cause a 

major problem. Similar with Health Centre 

Suggested Modification: needs more thought 

The land east of Pound lane is known to be prone to flooding 

Suggested Modification: Raise ground level but this will cause existing 

Thank you for your comments. 

We have raised your concern about the well to Southern 

Water 

Care will be given to any existing listed buildings and 

maintaining wild life habitats. 

 

 

Doctor’s surgery and schools will be assessed in any new 

development.  
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properties to flood. 

NO to Plan: I would not vote for this scheme because any development 

will be built on agricultural land contrary to HDC Plans which seek to 

protect the countryside. Pound Lane has only single way just north of 

junction with Smugglers Lane. The existing infrastructure of roads, 

sewers, schools, health centres etc. is unable to cope with major 

increase in housing. 

74 Agreed 
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Land on Flood Plain. Road will not take more traffic 

Suggested Modifications: Cancel Proposals 

School already at pupil limit ruin of countryside 

Suggested Modification: Cancel Proposal 

NO to Plan: I would not vote on 2 and 3 for the above reasons. 

Thank you for your comments we feel we have covered these 

in the previous responses 
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The last application relating to this site from 2014-15 was refused by HDC 

only 18 months ago on the grounds of unsuitability. 

Policy 3 contradicts the Vision for the Upper Beeding Parish which is “To 

improve the quality of life for those who live in the Villages of Upper 

Beeding...” 

As Simon Birstingl (Chair of the Parish Council) previously stated “There 

are very concerned residents who will suffer the consequences of this 

development while the landowner and developer reap the benefits.” 

The reasons have not changed, and the sites remain unsuitable. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane from the UB NP on the basis of 

unsustainability and unsuitability. 

The HDC Housing Strategy 2011-2031 clearly states that new 

developments should be based on proven demand and not just to 

satisfy supply targets.  The house on Smugglers Lane (no. 1 Smugglers 

Lane) was on the market under 2 years ago and didn’t sell; it is now 

back on the market since 20th March 2018 and remains unsold.  

Another house along the Driftway remains unsold since being put on 

the market on 11th April 2018. 

Demand is not proven in this area. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

Thank you for your comments. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water has stated that they will make 
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NP. 

The sites are only being put forward again not due to suitability, but 

because there are no alternatives AT THE CURRENT TIME. 

This is not a good enough reason to include them on the Plan. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

The sites are outside the built up area boundary, where development is 

considered less sustainable and unacceptable. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

The infrastructure is woefully inadequate.  

Access to these sites is via a footpath (2767 – the “road” north of 

Smugglers Lane is NOT a road).  There are enough traffic problems via 

Hyde Lane currently, therefore traffic detours via 2 conservation areas 

(The Towers and Beeding high street) which are never taken into 

consideration. 

Remove the site East of Pound Lane and Little Paddocks from the UB 

NP. 

No to Plan: Prior refusal by Horsham District Council.  The conditions and 

reasons have not changed.  Sites remain unsuitable 

plans to address flooding and sewerage. 

Work is still ongoing with SDNPA to develop the Cement Works 

and we are involved with the Area Action Plan that SDNP are 

developing, 

79 

Firstly thank you to all those that have worked hard on this project. 

Unfortunately many people in the village that I have spoken to are still 

blissfully unaware of what they need to do. 

I believe that under Policy 3 Sites 2 and 3 should be removed from the 

plan. Firstly these sites have been subject to recent applications 

DC/14/1744 and DC/14/1745 for development and were turned down 

by HDC in October 2015. Given that there has been no mitigation in 

respect of the reasons for the Council’s decision (please see the 

attached letters from Director of Planning), it would seem that including 

these sites brings a lack of credibility to the plan. 

The UB NDP Site Notes (copies attached) for sites 2 & 3 recommend no 

allocation for dwellings. This is contradicted in the plan. 

Thank you for your comments. 

The previous Planning Applications were for a lot more 

houses. We are seeking less and asking for more Affordable 

and Sheltered Housing. We also sought that these 

developments worked with the NP Team to ensure they met 

more of the requirements of the Parish and not those of some 

outside company. They didn’t so we could not support.  

 

 

SDNP have laid down specific requirements in their response 

to the NP which covers how any development must be 

planned and viewed from the SDNP. In addition care must be 
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It would seem that any development of sites 2 & 3 would (because of 

size of these areas), result in a large number of dwellings. This, because 

of the potential revenue to the landowner and the requirement of 

some scale of economy by the developer to support the costs of 

infrastructure. This then puts too much strain on the infrastructure of the 

village. In particular the local school would not cope and has no 

current capability for expansion. 

This scale of development is not required and would render the village 

a town. 

given to accommodate any existing wild life, 

Any development will have to meet EA and Southern Water 

requirements 

WSCC have stated that the roads will meet the extra demand 

placed by more cars. 

Any requirements to meet additional school places will be 

planned and Southern Water has stated that they will make 

plans to address flooding and sewerage. 

Work is still ongoing with SDNPA to develop the Cement Works 

and we are involved with the Area Action Plan that SDNP are 

developing, 

Policy 4 – Land at Southern End of Oxcroft Farm Small Dole 

53 

Favourable if it prevents the development of the site behind New Hall 

Lane. 

Yes to the plan. 

Thank you for your comments 

Policy 5 – Land at Greenfields Henfield Road Upper Beeding 

2 This is feasible. 
 

Thank you for your comments 

73 

Think Greenfields would be very suitable for affordable housing, busy 

but easiest access. 

YES to Plan 

Thank you for your comments 

Policy 6 – Riverside Caravan Park Upper Beeding 

31 

Riverside Caravan Park, while shelter housing is needed, such residents 

need visits from care and medical staff. The access to the site from the 

High Street is dangerous. It is also on the Flood Plain. 

Suggested Modification - remove from plan 

Thank you for your comments. 

Advice will be taken from the EA and HDC on any flooding 

issues and WSCC have not raised any issues on access. 

9 Anyway to reduce parking, down main through road may be helpful. 
Thank you for your comments 

2 Seems to be OK 
Thank you for your comments 
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47 

When the EA stop maintaining the river banks and pumping stations. 

This is imminent. 

Suggested Modifications: Riverbank extensions as per Shoreham and 

permanent concrete culvert drainage 

Thank you for your comments 

73 

Think more static homes at Riverside Caravan Park would be an 

excellent improvement. It has been updated and most of it looks very 

nice. Spoilt by the remaining section of old caravans. 

YES to Plan 

Thank you for your comments 

Policy 7 – Land at Valerie Manor Henfield Road Upper Beeding 

9 
Open space areas need to be protected if possible 

Agreement to plan 

Thank you for your comments. 

Any plans for this site will have to meet with SDNP 

requirements. 

2 For Nursing Home and Houses? 

Thank you for your comments. This is enlarging the existing 

home for additional care of dementia patients. Some 

accommodation may be provided for staff. 

Policy 8 – Design Standards for New Development 

2 
Each property to have a parking place. 

Must have one way driving through all the roads  

Thank you for your comments. 

Our design statement does cover parking but any changes 

with road layout will be done with WSCC advice. 

74 
Pleased building will be in keeping with local area 

YES to Plan 

Thank you for your comments 

Policy 9 – Community Facilities 

No Responses Received 

Policy 10 – Employment Sites and Supporting Businesses 

2 Need to keep all businesses 
Thank you for your comments 
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4 

What employment opportunities? Building houses employ people until 

the building is completed. 

Suggested Modifications: I don’t see more job opportunities I don’t 

believe you. You can’t muster up jobs without creating industry. 

No I won’t vote for this plan I oppose it This village is a busting point as I 

said it’s crumbling and in need of maintenance 

Thank you for your comments 

Our plan will ensure that existing jobs are maintained and 

additional job opportunities will be provided by Policy 7 

53 Page 53, Beeding Court IE should be Beeding Court Business Park 
Thank you for your comments. 

This will be amended 

Policy 11 – Local Green Spaces 

66 

The Saltings Field itself is a Nature Reserve and must be used as such. 

Pheasant, mallard etc., all there – frogs, slow worms, grass snakes, many 

species of birds, occasional hedge hogs, Damsal & dragon Flies, 

grasses, butterflies and mouths  Essential to manage as a Reserve in the 

proper manner for wildlife and perimeter edges properly reinstated. 

Suggested Modifications: Dogs should be kept on their leads within the 

Saltings Field Conservation Area. SXW Trust/RSPB needs to engage with 

surroundings and helping manage the Sauckiauf. 

YES to Plan 

Thank you for your comments 

74 
Pleased to know SDNP and Green Spaces to be protected 

YES to Plan 

Thank you for your comments 

Non Statutory Community Aspirations 

31 

Cycle lane between Upper Beeding and Small Dole, use Smugglers 

Lane, it is flatter and more direct. 

Sites/buildings to be added to a non-designated list of local buildings 

and heritage assets: the old school building, Horton Hall, WW2 gun 

emplacement at the Rising Sun and are not already listed, but should 

be. 

I do not agree with the plan because I do not want to see the brooks 

built on. 

Thank you for your comments 

We will raise your point on buildings with the PC as this can be 

actioned by them 

54 
Cycle track required between UB village over Iron Bridge to Steyning for 

school children to cycle to Steyning Grammar 

Thank you for your comments. 

This will be added to plan. 
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59 

The outdoor gym facilities: The 2 most important pieces of equipment 

would be 1. Monkey bars and 2. Parallel bars for doing 'dips'. This 

equipment would take up very little space. Maybe the east side of the 

recreation ground would be suitable (between the basketball court 

and the garages/park entrance.) 

Thank you for your comments. 

These have been passed onto the PC. 

Community Aspiration  - Shoreham Cement Works 

74 

Look forward to Cement Works being developed as outlined in NP Flyer 

V2 June 18 

YES to Plan. 

Thank you for your comments. 

This is an aspiration but we are working with SDNPA on their 

Area Action Plan. 

 

(Non Stat Single Sched of Rep ST6 ST 09-11)   
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Annexe B 
UBNP: Pre-Submission Plan Schedule of Statutory Consultees3  

Representations and Recommended Responses 

June 2018 – August 2018 

 

Officer / Department  Organisation Representation Steering Group’s Agreed Recommendations 

 

General 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

Upper Beeding, together with the neighbouring 

settlement of Bramber is identified as a small 

town/large village in the settlement hierarchy in 

Policy 3 of the adopted Horsham District Planning 

Framework (HDPF).  Consequently, there is an 

expectation that emerging neighbourhood plans 

are required to accommodate its fair proportion of 

the minimum 1,500 dwellings to be delivered from 

Neighbourhood Plans across Horsham in 

accordance with Policy 15 (4).  The delivery of 

around 109 dwellings and accompanying 

infrastructure along with recent permissions within 

the village is considered to be proportion to the 

scale and size of the village in accordance with 

Policy 3: Settlement Hierarchy, taking account of 

the not insignificant environmental constraints 

which exist in this area. 

Thank and noted. No changes made.  

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

As you will know, the revised NPPF was published 

on 24 July 2018. It will be necessary to ensure that 

reference to the updated paragraphs are 

provided in the plan where relevant.  This will bring 

reassurance to the Examiner that the plan has 

Thank you and noted.  References to the 

newly published 2018 NPPF have now been 

made within the NP.  

                                                 

3 Please note – no response was received from Historic England despite a number of reminders being sent to them.  
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been positively prepared and every endeavour 

has been made to ensure the plan is in general 

conformity with national planning policy which as 

you are aware is one of the key Basic Conditions 

by which the Neighbourhood Plan will be assessed 

against. 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

Wherever the plan states 2033, please replace with 

2031. 

Thank you and noted.  These have been 

updated. 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

Replace reference to ‘Proposals Map’ with the 

term ‘Polices Map’ as this is the terminology used in 

planning legislation. The Policies Map shows 

allocations and designations arising from policies in 

the local plan or Neighbourhood plan and at the 

current time these are not sufficiently clear. The 

Policies Map should be a map which:(i) identifies 

the location and boundaries of allocations and 

designations;(ii) is reproduced from, or based on, 

an Ordnance Survey map;(iii) shows National Grid 

lines and reference numbers; and(iv) includes an 

explanation of any symbol or notation which it 

uses. 

Thank you and noted. These have been 

updated.  

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

Footnotes Need updating 

18 

http://www.southdowns.gov.uk/planning/planning

-policy/nationalpark-local-plan/evidence-and-

supporting-documents/strategic-housingland-

availability-assessment-shlaa 

34  

https://flood-map-

forplanning.service.gov.uk/summary/519228/11070

3  

36 

http://snafpacc.horsham.gov.uk/AnitePublicDocs/

Thank you and noted.  These have been 

updated.  
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01464499.pd  

41 

Paragraph 77 100 (Link works but paragraph 

number is now wrong). 

 

Hannah Hyland Environment 

Agency 

Flood Risk 

We note that a Sequential Test has been 

produced to support the Plan which we have 

reviewed. We would look to Horsham District 

Council to confirm whether they are satisfied that 

the Sequential Test (ST) has been passed, however, 

we have some concerns as to the approach 

taken. The presentation of outputs shows that, with 

the exception of sites in FZ1, the ST has not been 

passed but despite this you have progressed to the 

Exceptions Test. In accordance with paragraph 

157 of the National Planning Policy Framework and 

associated Practice Guide you need to 

demonstrate that the ST has been met before 

moving on to the Exception Test. This may be a 

matter of presentation but we would recommend 

in discussion with Horsham DC this is amended 

prior to the Neighbourhood Plan being submitted. 

We note that other sites have been identified at 

lower flood risk and we would again ask Horsham 

DC to be satisfied with the justification that these 

should not be taken forward. 

  

Notwithstanding the Sequential Test it is important 

that your Plan also considers whether the flood risk 

issues associated with these sites can be safely 

managed to ensure development can come 

forward 

Thank you.  The Sequential Test has been 

updated following further communication 

between Horsham DC and the EA on this 

matter.  

South Downs National  The Neighbourhood Plan refers on numerous Thank you and noted.  The NP has been 
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Park occasions to the ‘Setting of the National Park’ 

when we think in fact the Plan is actually seeking 

to refer to the wider National Park designation and 

not just its setting. The setting of a designation or 

area is defined as land outside the designation but 

part of the immediate and extended environment 

that contributes to its significance and distinctive 

character. We advise careful and correct use of 

the terminology ‘setting’. We have made some 

recommendation in the table below to help refine 

policies to ensure that they do not conflict with the 

emerging South Downs Local Plan (SDLP) and 

respect the purposes and duty of the South Downs 

National Park Authority (SDNPA). We also set out 

some detailed comments and policy 

recommendations on Policy 3: Land East of Pound 

Lane, Policy 5: Land at Greenfields, Henfield Road 

and Policy 7 – Land at Valerie Manor, Henfield 

Road, Upper Beeding. 

updated across a number of sections in the 

NP in accordance with your comments 

regarding ’setting’.  

West Sussex County 

Council 

 In considering the Neighbourhood Plan for Upper 

Beeding the size and location of proposed site 

allocations have been taken into account when 

considering if further transport evidence is required 

at this stage. The overall level of development 

proposed in the Upper Beeding Neighbourhood 

Plan is in accordance with the forecast estimate of 

background traffic growth assumed in the 

Strategic Transport Assessment.  The Strategic 

Transport Assessment indicates that there will be 

no severe impacts on the transport network that 

cannot be mitigated to a satisfactory level.  The 

County Council considers that this provides 

sufficient evidence to justify the overall level of 

development proposed in the Upper Beeding 

Thank you and noted.  No changes made 
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Neighbourhood Plan.  Therefore, it is not necessary 

to produce further transport evidence before 

allocating the sites proposed in the 

Neighbourhood Plan for Upper Beeding. 

West Sussex County 

Council 

 Horse riding - Horse riding is only acknowledged in 

the Countryside and Environment SWOT analysis.  

Given the close proximity to the Downs, where a 

multitude of bridleways are available, and that the 

Downs Link and South Downs Way run through the 

parish, which are both popular with equestrians, a 

greater recognition of horse riders and their needs 

would have been expected and welcomed in the 

document. 

Thank you and noted.  Whilst it is 

acknowledged that horse-riding is an 

important activity within the parish, policies 

within the NP have been developed through 

the evidence base and this issue has not 

been identified as one to take forward into a 

policy.  In addition, community aspiration 2 

provides suggestions for improved footpaths 

and bridleways. Horse-riding has been 

added to this aspiration.  This subject matter 

is covered in detail within the Submission 

South Downs Local Plan.  

Chapter 1 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

Para 1.2   The policies will aim to protect conserve 

and enhance the special character of the parish 

and to encourage development proposals for the 

benefit of the local community 

Thank you.  Change has been made.  

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

Introduction (Para 1.1) ‘(HDC))’ Minor typo. Thank you.  Change has been made. 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

Introduction  

Para. 1.7 

‘If a majority of the turnout votes for the plan, then 

the plan will be ‘made’ as formal planning policy 

for the area and part of Horsham District Council’s 

Statutory Development Plan. This means the plan 

will be used to determine planning applications in 

the area’ 

Thank you.  Change has been made. 

South Downs National 

Park 

 Planning Policy Context 

Given that two-thirds of the parish lies within the 

A new table containing key policies for the 

NP has been inserted within the relevant 
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SDNP, we would wish to see greater reference in 

this section, as has been done for the Horsham 

District Planning Framework, to relevant policies in 

the emerging SDLP. The SDLP has now been 

submitted for Examination and it is intended that it 

will be adopted early next year.  Currently this 

section only refers to SDLP Strategic Site Policy 

SD56: Shoreham Cement Works.  List relevant 

policies to the Neighbourhood Plan as set out in 

the SDLP. The National Park can provide a list if 

needed. 

chapter.  

Chapter 2 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

Para 2.17 ‘a) Henfield and Small Dole Farmlands…. 

In the case of a) it is of moderate high sensitivity to 

change due to the high visibility and intrinsic 

landscape qualities’. 

Thank you.  Change has been made. 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

Para. 2.18 ‘However, there may be cases where 

small appropriate scale development 

Thank you.  Change has been made. 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

Para. 2.3 ‘(see Horsham District’s Inset Proposals 

Policies Map 15)4.’ 

Thank you.  Change has been made. 

Chapter 3 - Planning Policy Context 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

 Supporting a prosperous rural economy 

(paragraph 28 83 to 84) 

 Good Design (paragraph 58 125) 

 Protecting Promoting healthy communities 

(paragraph 70 91 to 95) 

 Protecting local green spaces (paragraph 76 99 

to 100) 

 Conserving and enhancing the natural 

environment (paragraph 109 170) 

Conserving and enhancing the historic 

environment (paragraph 126 184) 

This has been updated in the NP.  Instead of 

just changing the paragraphs as suggested 

– the NPPF 2018 has been considered and 

the whole section updated.  
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 Neighbourhood Planning (paragraph 185 29) 

Chapter 4 – Community Views on Planning Issues 

Chapter 5 - Vision & Objectives 

South Downs National 

Park 

 While we welcome the importance given in the 

Vison to protecting the National Park, we 

recommend some re-wording to improve clarity 

and so that the Vision reflects National Park 

purposes and duty. We are also not clear what is 

meant by a shared plan, what type of document 

this will be and what its status in planning terms is. 

We consider that the first sentences of the Vision 

are sufficient to convey the aim of the NDP to 

protect the National Park and the desire for joint 

partnership working between the Parish Council 

and the SDNPA. This partnership working can be 

implemented through joint community projects. 

We recommend the deletion of the last sentence 

of the first paragraph of the Vision. Suggested text 

provided.  

Thank you.  The NP has been changed to 

take on board the suggested amended text. 

South Downs National 

Park 

 Objective 1 

We recommend some re-wording of this objective 

to improve its clarity and so that the wording it is in 

line with National Park purposes and duty 

Thank you.  The NP has been changed to 

take on board the suggested amended text. 

South Downs National 

Park 

 Objective 6 

We recommend that this objective refers to 

improving connections from Upper Beeding to the 

South Downs Way and the Downs Link. 

Thank you.  The NP has been changed to 

take on board the suggested amended text. 

West Sussex County 

Council 

 Vision - In the first paragraph of the vision, it refers 

to working with SDNPA to create, amongst others, 

improvements for pedestrians and cyclists.  WSCC, 

being the local highway authority, could deliver 

improvements for these modes too. It is suggested 

that WSCC is added to this paragraph. 

Thank you.  The NP has been changed to 

take on board the suggested amended text. 

Chapter 6 – Spatial Strategy 
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South Downs National 

Park Authority 

 Spatial Strategy; Para 6.1  

While welcoming this list of aims, the second one in 

this list refers to the ‘parish and its setting in the 

National Park. As explained above setting is land 

outside a designation and over two-thirds of the 

parish lies within the National Park. We understand 

that the National Park landscape provides the 

setting to Upper Beeding and Small Dole villages 

but not to the Parish as a whole. The third aim 

largely repeats the second one, we therefore 

suggest this is deleted. In terms of the sixth aim: 

(Develop a green infrastructure plan that improves 

recreation and leisure opportunities within the Park 

for the community), there is also potential to 

improve connections from the Parish to the South 

Downs Way and the South Downs Link. For clarity, 

this aim should say National Park rather than Park. 

The 10th aim should refer to Shoreham Cement 

Works rather than just Cement Works. 

The list at paragraph 6.1 is one that has been 

gathered through community engagement 

sessions as part of the early evidence 

gathering for the NP.  It is considered, 

therefore, that it should remain as such and 

that new considerations (such as including 

references to South Downs way) are not 

included at this point.  However, changes to 

the text that improve clarity have been 

made.  

Chapter 7 – Policies and Proposals 

South Downs National 

Park Authority 

 Shoreham Cement Works; Para 7.22 

We welcome the reference to the Shoreham 

Cement Works Area Action Plan (AAP) and the 

involvement of the Parish Council in that process. 

The Neighbourhood Plan community aspirations 

for the site are also noted. 

Noted thank you 

POLICY 1 – SPATIAL PLAN FOR THE PARISH 

South Downs National 

Park Authority 

 Policy 1: Spatial Plan for the Parish: 

Fourth sentence. The last sentence of this policy 

refers to the setting of the National Park when it 

should refer to the National Park designation as a 

whole. 

Thank you.  This change has been made.  

West Sussex County 

Council 

 The County Council have no overriding concerns 

about the transport impacts of the Upper Beeding 

Thank you and noted.  Where appropriate, 

reference will be made in the site specific 
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Neighbourhood Plan. However, given that the pre-

submission Neighbourhood Plan for Upper Beeding 

includes the proposed allocation of small scale 

housing sites, it should be noted that site specific 

matters in the Neighbourhood Plan will need to be 

tested and refined through the Development 

Management process (through the provision of 

pre-application advice or at the planning 

application stage) or as part of a consultation for a 

Community Right to Build Order. Whilst the County 

Council supports the proactive approach 

undertaken to allocate sites in the Neighbourhood 

Plan, we are unable to comment on site specific 

matters at this stage. In considering site specific 

matters, please refer to the attached 

Development Management guidance. 

 

policies regarding transport implications and 

the need to work with WSCC as part of the 

planning application process.  

POLICY 2 – HOUSING ALLOCATIONS 

POLICY 3 – LAND EAST OF POUND LANE, UPPER BEEDING 

Henry Adams on behalf 

of WSCC as landowners 

(relates to strip of land at 

Smugglers Lane only) 

WSCC This statement outlines that they [West Sussex 

County Council] support the draft housing 

allocation in principle, however, on behalf of the 

landowner we wish to make comment on the 

proposed allocation, whilst referring to specific 

areas of the National Planning Policy Framework. 

Noted and thank you. 

Henry Adams  WSCC The total site is approximately 3.92 hectares to 

provide 70 dwellings at 18 dwellings per hectare.  

This is a low density; therefore, any unit numbers 

proposed should offer an ‘at least’ figure. 

Low density is appropriate across the 

allocated site for a reason.  AECOM 

suggested a yield range of 10-26 units for the 

Smugglers Lane site within their site 

assessment report. The site is currently 

located outside of the development 

boundary and contains a number of 

constraints and areas where residential 

development is not appropriate.  In addition, 
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the proposal provides an area of open 

space as part of the overall development.  It 

is considered that this density is acceptable 

in this location.  In addition, the NP policy is 

for the site to come forward as part of a 

comprehensive scheme. No change.   

Henry Adams  WSCC The draft allocation refers to the means of access 

being via Pound Lane, not Smugglers Lane.  

Smugglers Lane is an adopted road.  It is 

conceded that the eastern section of Smugglers 

Lane is single track, however, prior to the track 

changing, there is room for 2 cars to pass. Any 

future proposals could allow for the significant 

widening of Smugglers Lane, which could include 

the provision of vehicular and pedestrian access 

to the southern side of the overall allocation site. It 

is our opinion that access to the proposed site 

should be formed via Smugglers Lane, as well as 

via Pound Lane. 

The allocation in the NP is for a 

comprehensive scheme.  WSCC as highway 

authority has raised no objection to the 

policy as drafted but has suggested that a 

single transport assessment is provided as 

part of the masterplan.  However, recent 

communication (Nov/Dec 2018) between 

WSCC and henry Adams has confirmed that 

in principle, there is no objection to access 

from Smugglers Lane. The NP policy and text 

has been updated to include reference to a 

secondary access from Smugglers Lane.    

Henry Adams  WSCC The current draft allocation sets out 8 criteria which 

must be adhered to, if proposing development at 

the site. Whilst the landowners support the principle 

of a masterplan, they would not support the 

principle of a single access into the site via Pound 

Lane (criterion 3).  In reviewing the background 

evidence, it is clear that the provision of our 

client’s site is key to ensure the overall allocation 

relates well to the existing settlement boundary.   

Accordingly, a means of access via Smugglers 

Lane will ensure both physical and visual 

connectivity between the site and existing 

settlement boundary.   The landowner does not 

therefore support the requirement for a single 

access point onto the site, for the reasons set out 

As mentioned above, the allocation is for a 

comprehensive scheme and therefore the 

site is considered as a whole.  Please see 

response above re changes made to 

include a Smugglers Lane access point.  
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above. 

Henry Adams  WSCC In terms of further criterion in the draft Policy 3, the 

first part of criterion (7) is considered unnecessary 

as this would be a validation requirement in any 

case.    

This criterion within the policy has the support 

of the EA and is specifically referred to in 

their NP Reg 14 comments.  It is important for 

the local community to know that matters 

relating to flood risk will be addressed. No 

change. 

 

Henry Adams  WSCC It is recommended the policy is amended to say: 

The Neighbourhood Plan supports a 

comprehensive development of the site as shown 

on the Policies Map for around ‘at least’ 70 houses, 

in accordance with the following principles. These 

will be set out in detail in a Development Brief that 

will include a concept Masterplan Map. 

1.  The site is to deliver affordable homes in 

accordance with identified need.  The proportion 

of sheltered housing should also be specified. 

2. The layout of the development considers the 

setting of Pound House Cottage (Grade II listed 

building) to the west of the site with boundary 

screening re-enforced further through additional 

planting as part of any development of the site. 

3.  Access is to be from Pound Lane.  Pedestrian 

and cycle links from the site to Upper Beeding 

village centre are to be provided. 

4. A full ecological and biodiversity survey of the 

site is required and to be submitted with the 

application. 

5.  In order to provide a robust and defensible 

boundary to the development, a strong 

‘landscape buffer’ to the site perimeter shall be 

provided, enhancing existing areas of vegetation 

where appropriate.  Existing boundaries will be 

As noted above the text has been changed 

to include information on Reg 14 comments.  

No other change.  
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retained and enhanced with native species to 

ensure an appropriate and effective soft 

scape/green transition from urban to rural and 

help to minimise the visual impact of the expansion 

of Upper Beeding toward the National Park.  A 

landscaping scheme must be submitted with any 

planning application. 

6. An area to the east of the site, currently lying 

within the Flood Zone 3, will be laid out as public 

open space and allocated as such. 

7.  A flood risk assessment will be required to 

support a planning application.  Any layout should 

follow the sequential approach to ensure the most 

vulnerable uses are placed in the lowest flood risk 

zone. 

8.  All external lighting shall be designed and laid 

out to minimise light pollution and support the dark 

skies policy of the South Downs National Park. 

Alison Giacomelli 

Sussex and Kent Area 

Team 

Natural 

England 

Policy 3: Land east of Pound Lane, Upper Beeding 

This allocation site is close to the boundary of the 

South Downs National Park. Therefore, Natural 

England welcomes the requirement in Policy 3 that 

a landscape buffer should be provided. The size of 

the site offers significant opportunity to deliver 

biodiversity enhancements to benefit people and 

wildlife. We note that an area to the east of the 

site will be reserved as public open space. We 

recommend that this area is a multi-functional 

space delivering recreational and wildlife benefits. 

Thank you for your comments which are 

noted.  The details of the recreational space 

will be agreed at the planning application 

stage and we would welcome input from NE 

at this point. No change.  

Charlotte Mayall 

Development Manager 

Southern 

Water 

We have undertaken a preliminary assessment of 

the existing capacity of our infrastructure and its 

ability to meet the forecast demand for this 

proposal.  This indicates that connection at the 

"practical point of connection" as defined in the 

Thank you for your comments which are 

noted. It is considered that these matters – 

regarding phasing of development – are 

considered at the planning application 

stage when more technical details will be 
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New Connections Services implemented from 1st 

April 2018, could lead to an increased risk of 

flooding unless network reinforcement is 

undertaken. 

This reinforcement will be provided through the 

New Infrastructure charge (see our website:  

https://www.southernwater.co.uk/infrastructure-

charges for more information), but Southern Water 

will need to work with site promoters to understand 

the development program and to review to ensure 

the delivery of network reinforcement aligns with 

the occupation of the development. This is not a 

constraint to development provided that planning 

policy and subsequent conditions ensure that 

occupation of the development is phased to align 

with the delivery of sewerage infrastructure, in 

order to prevent the increased risk of flooding. 

Accordingly, we propose the following criterion 

(new text underlined) is added to Policy 3: 

... 

9. Occupation of the development is phased to 

align with the delivery of wastewater network 

reinforcement, in liaison with the service provider 

produced as part of developing the scheme 

and submitted with the application.  No 

change.   

Hannah Hyland Environment 

Agency 

Policy 3 – Land East of Pound Lane, Upper Beeding 

We are pleased to see that the policy includes 

criteria to ensure no development in FZ3 and that 

the sequential approach should be applied on 

site. 

Thank you and noted. 

Elliott Newlyn Rydon Homes Rydon Homes fully support Policy 3 - Land East of 

Pound Lone, Upper Beeding.  It would be our 

intention to work with the Upper Beeding 

Neighbourhood Plan group and at the 

appropriate time we would be hoppy to present 

our concept plans to the group and Upper 

Thank you and noted. Please note that this a 

comprehensive site and therefore the two 

landowners/promoters will need to work 

together. We would welcome any 

comments on the details within the policy.  
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Beeding residents. 

Elliott Newlyn Rydon Homes We fully recognise that there is a need for new 

high quality affordable and private housing to be 

brought forward in Upper Beeding and support the 

findings in the AECOM study that has been 

prepared as port of the evidence base.  However, 

we strongly believe that the need for housing on 

our site should be tempered with a sensitively 

designed constraint led housing scheme that 

considers the surrounding landscape impacts, 

ecology, highways, flood zones and listed building.  

It would be our intention to address all of these 

constraints as port of the on-going dialogue with 

the Neighbourhood Plan group. 

Thank you and noted. Please note that this a 

comprehensive site and therefore the two 

landowners/promoters will need to work 

together. We would welcome any 

comments on the details within the policy. 

South Downs National 

Park 

 Policy 3: Land east of Pound Land, Upper Beeding 

This is a large site allocation on countryside to the 

north of the village. The site is exposed in views 

from the South Downs National Park and the 

footpath along Windmill Hill as well as having 

important cultural heritage, landscape and 

biodiversity considerations.  While the policy 

identifies that Pound House, listed at Grade II, lies 

to the west of the site, the farm within the site is 

part of a surviving early post-medieval landscape. 

For information we have identified from our 

records that part of the site closest to the 

settlement is on freely draining soils, part on clays 

with a high groundwater. The site also (partially) 

lies within the North Bramber Floodplain Biodiversity 

Opportunity Area.  

 

The letter from SDNPA contains some suggested 

text provided within response letter 

Thank you and noted. The supporting text 

has been amended. The policy has been 

amended to include more reference to a 

landscape-led approach although it is 

considered the suggested text is too 

detailed and lengthy to be provided within 

the actual policy. Key parts of the letter 

have been included within the supporting 

text and policy.    

West Sussex County  Policy 3 - It is fundamental that the three sites Thank you and noted. The text has been 
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Council forming this allocation are considered 

cumulatively.  The proposed masterplan covering 

these sites is supported.  This should also extend to 

the provision of a single transport assessment. 

amended to make reference to the single 

transport assessment.  

POLICY 4 – LAND AT SOUTHERN END OF OXCROFT FARM, SMALL DOLE 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

7.28 ‘There may, however, be a need for the 

existing farm buildings to be re-located elsewhere 

within the site as a result of the proposed new 

access’. This will ensure that there is no ‘net’ loss of 

the employment use on this site.’’ 

Thank you.  Text has been amended. 

On behalf of the Trustees 

of E.G. Collins i 

DMH Stallard We wholly support the proposed allocation of 

Land at the southern end of Oxcroft Farm as a site 

allocation in the Draft Neighbourhood Plan. 

Thank you and noted.  

On behalf of the Trustees 

of E.G. Collins  

DMH Stallard We note that it is for this reason that the proposed 

allocation is for a number of units which is at the 

lower end of the proposed range.  Whilst we would 

agree that this is a sensible approach, we are 

concerned that there may be a possibility that the 

Henfield Neighbourhood Plan does not allocate 

any housing at Small Dole, and as such there may 

be an unmet need for housing in the village.  With 

this in mind we query whether it would be sensible 

to put in place a mechanism whereby should this 

occur, a scheme at Oxcroft Farm which provides 

for more than 20 houses could come forward. 

We have no indication that Henfield will not 

allocate sites within their Neighbourhood 

Plan and the two NP groups are working 

together to ensure there is a co-ordinated 

approach to allocations within Small Dole. 

The suggested yield allocated for Oxcroft 

Farm has been considered taking into 

account the settlement of Small Dole and its 

position within the settlement hierarchy 

within the Horsham Development Plan.  In 

addition, the allocation of housing is to 

address an unmet need across the parish 

and not just in the village.  It is considered at 

this stage that 20 units is appropriate for the 

site and settlement.  Note that NP policy 2 

states that the exact and final numbers of 

housing to be accommodated on each site 

will be confirmed once technical studies 

and surveys as set out in each individual site 

policy, are completed and approved by the 

relevant authorities.  It also states that 
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’around 20’ houses will be accommodated 

on the site. 

 

On behalf of the Trustees 

of E.G. Collins  

DMH Stallard It is our view therefore that the affordable housing 

requirement referenced within the Draft 

Neighbourhood Plan should be considered a 

target, and there should be an acknowledgement 

within the Plan of this, and also that where viability 

is an issue, a lower level of affordable housing may 

be necessary and will be acceptable.   

The NP does not set out an affordable 

housing requirement for any of the sites but 

refers to affordable housing being provided 

in accordance with need.  This is considered 

to be a flexible approach.  In addition, the 

NP must be in conformity with the 

Development Plan for the area.  There is no 

evidence that indicates the UB NP should 

deviate from the policy position of the HDPF 

nor is there a need to repeat Policy 16 within 

the NP.  Therefore, affordable housing 

numbers within the NP will be considered in 

light of the provisions set out in Policy 16 

taking into account local need.  

 

On behalf of the Trustees 

of E.G. Collins  

DMH Stallard Policy 4 requires that any development provides 

an access from the Henfield Road (A3207) and the 

exact position is to be agreed with West Sussex 

County Council. The Trustees agree that the 

access to the site should be from Henfield Road. 

The site is currently accessed from Henfield Road 

via a small junction which also serves as an access 

to other properties north of the site.  A Highway 

Access Report has been undertaken for this site 

and submitted as part of the Neighbourhood Plan 

‘call for sites’ exercise.  This report confirms that 

overall, an acceptable access can be achieved 

and there are no highway or transport impacts as 

a result of the proposals. It should be noted the 

report advises that preapplication consultation has 

been undertaken with WSCC to obtain their 

Thank you and noted.  WSCC as highway 

authority, have raised no objection in their 

comments on the Reg 14 NP.  The reference 

for the point of access to be agreed with 

WSCC has been deleted.  
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preliminary views, and that they have given 

advice on which of the 3 access points would be 

preferable. 

On behalf of the Trustees 

of E.G. Collins  

DMH Stallard The policy requires that a full ecological and 

biodiversity written survey of the site be submitted 

as part of a formal planning application. It is 

acknowledged that development of the site could 

require the removal of part of the hedgerow on 

site to facilitate access to the site. If this is required 

then it should be noted that as part of the 

planning application, national and local planning 

validation requirements would specify that a 

biodiversity report is undertaken for the site and 

submitted with the planning application. As the 

need for a biodiversity report is covered under 

local and national validation requirements, we 

would query whether this requirement needs to be 

set out within Policy 4. 

Whilst this issue may be is covered as part of 

the validation process of a planning 

application, it is considered important that 

the matter is also raised within the over-

arching policy for the site in order to provide 

certainty to the applicant and to the local 

community. We consider that such reports 

should inform the design and overall 

development rather than it being a study 

that seeks to justify the ideas of the 

landowner/applicant.  No change.  

On behalf of the Trustees 

of E.G. Collins  

DMH Stallard This part of the policy requires a landscaping 

scheme be submitted with a planning application.  

However, it should be noted that the local 

validation requirements for planning applications 

set out that all applications for major development 

(i.e.  10 houses or more) would require a 

landscape assessment, strategy and details to be 

submitted in support of any planning application. 

As such it is our view that point 4 of policy 4 is 

unnecessary as this requirement will be met 

through local validation of the planning 

application. 

Please see comments below.  

On behalf of the Trustees 

of E.G. Collins  

DMH Stallard The policy requires that a strong ‘landscape buffer’ 

be provided to provide a robust, defensible 

boundary to the development, with consideration 

for views of the National Park and Horton Clay SSSI. 

Thank you and noted.  We agree that both 

points 4 and 5 are duplicates and have 

combined them into one point. Matters 

relating to which part of the boundary 
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It also states that where possible existing 

boundaries should be retained and enhanced 

with native species. It is our view that points 4 and 

5 of policy 4 are duplications, and therefore both 

requirements are not necessary as criteria for the 

policy.  It is considered that requiring the 

submission a landscaping scheme and a strong 

landscape buffer on site is both unnecessarily 

repetitious and prescriptive.  We would suggest 

therefore that point 4 be deleted. Whilst the 

development will where possible retain existing 

boundaries, it should be acknowledged that 

requirement 2 of this policy could result in a 

conflict with this objective.  Requirement 2 

specifies that access is to be taken from Henfield 

Road, and depending on the position and visibility 

requirements of this access there will be a need to 

remove some of the existing boundary treatment 

along this section of the site. 

treatment/hedges will be removed to create 

the access will be dealt with as part of the 

various studies and technical required for 

the application and considered at that 

point.  This does not justify removing these 

parts of the criteria from the policy.   

On behalf of the Trustees 

of E.G. Collins  

DMH Stallard The policy requires that the development be 

designed so not to unacceptably harm the 

amenity and privacy of occupiers of properties 

along Henfield Road. We agree that this is an 

important requirement for any development on 

site, and any scheme put forward on site would 

make best endeavours to ensure that the 

amenities and privacy of existing and proposed 

residents would be protected.  However, we do 

query whether this criterion of the policy is 

necessary given that this is something that would 

be duly considered and given significant weight 

by the case officer as part of their assessment of 

the planning application. 

The policy seeks to ensure that the amenities 

of local residents are considered as part of 

developing an appropriate scheme for the 

site.  The impact of development on the 

local communities is significantly important 

for neighbourhood plans and this criterion 

ensure that this issue is an important 

consideration right from the start.  No 

change. 

On behalf of the Trustees DMH Stallard This part of the policy requires that the pond within This issue is of important to the local 
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of E.G. Collins  the site be retained and incorporated within the 

scheme. Whilst there is no objection in principle 

from the Trustees to this requirement, it would be 

helpful to have clarification as to why this 

requirement is considered necessary. 

community for ecological and historical 

reasons.  Assessment document for the site 

completed by NP steering group shows a 

plan of the site with the pond retained. 

Policy is to ensure this is followed through. No 

change 

 

On behalf of the Trustees 

of E.G. Collins  

DMH Stallard This part of the policy states that improvements to 

the pedestrian access connecting the site to 

existing bus stops will need to be provided as part 

of the overall development. It is therefore 

suggested that this requirement be removed from 

the policy.  We consider that a far more effective 

and suitable alternative would be to ensure that 

the site could be linked effectively to the bus stops 

to the north, which are more user friendly and 

marked. It should also be note however that this 

requirement relates to an area which is outside of 

the boundary of the site allocation and strictly 

speaking is therefore outside the remits of the 

requirements of this allocation policy. The 

improvements to link to the bus stops to the south 

would require development over WSCC highway 

land and this could be difficult to arrange and 

secure. We are concerned that the need for the 

requirement to improve pedestrian access by 

connecting the site to existing bus stops would be 

beyond the scope and control of the landowner, 

and therefore, may make the development 

undeliverable. 

The policy does not state which bus stop the 

site should be connected to so unsure why 

reference is made in the comments to a 

preference for the northern bus stops. The 

Highway Access Report February 2016 for 

DMH sates in paragraph 2.5 - there is likely to 

be a need to develop a new footway or 

better bus stop facilities as part of any 

development of the site. 

 

It is therefore considered that in terms of 

promoting sustainable development that 

any development of the site includes 

improvements to accessing public transport 

for future residents of the development.  

 

The wording has been slightly amended to 

this part of the policy.  

On behalf of the Trustees 

of E.G. Collins i 

DMH Stallard This section of the policy states that a land 

contamination study of the site is required with a 

planning application. The site is currently used for 

agricultural purposes and as such it is unclear 

Thank you and noted.  The wording has 

been slightly amended.  
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whether a contamination study would be 

necessary for the site.  As a result, it is considered 

that this requirement should not be referred to 

within the policy, it may be onerous if it is 

determined that a contamination study would not 

be required for any subsequent planning 

application on the site. It should also be noted that 

this requirement is included within the local 

validation list, this states that a Land 

Contamination Assessment will be needed where 

contamination is known or suspected or the 

development is in the vicinity of such land, a desk 

study shall be required to determine the likelihood 

of contamination. As such it is our view that point 9 

of policy 4 is unnecessary as this requirement will 

be met through local validation of the planning 

application by Horsham District Council. 

On behalf of the Trustees 

of E.G. Collins i 

DMH Stallard The site allocation is subject to a number of 

requirements as set out within the site allocation 

policy, which we believe may have an impact on 

the ability of the site to provide the quantum of 

development proposed. we believe that it is now 

necessary for us to review the above requirements 

against the constraints of the site, and provide a 

draft site layout to the Steering Group. It should be 

noted however, that this exercise may highlight 

that in order to provide the desired quantum of 

development and the policy requirements the site 

allocation may need to be slightly larger than 

currently proposed.  As such we consider that it 

may be suitable for the Steering Group to consider 

allowing the site allocation boundary to be flexible 

in order to allow for a slight expansion if the draft 

layout demonstrates this is necessary.  We would 

Thank you and noted.  No change to the NP 

policy but would welcome the opportunity 

to discuss a draft site layout.  
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be very happy to discuss this matter further with 

the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group. 

On behalf of the Trustees 

of E.G. Collins i 

DMH Stallard The wording of some elements of the policy, in 

particular those which require that development 

only be permitted where it meets all listed criteria is 

not positively prepared as it seeks to place burden 

on the development proposal. It is our view that 

consideration should be given to these elements 

and if required these should be removed from the 

policy 

Thank you and noted.  Changes have been 

made to the wording in line with the above 

comments.  However, the policy does not 

state that development will not be permitted 

unless it meets the listed criteria.  The policy 

states that certain matters will need to be 

addressed.  

Charlotte Mayall 

Development Manager 

Southern 

Water 

Accordingly, we propose the following criterion 

(new text underlined) is added to Policy 4: 

Any development will need to address the 

following:  

... 

10.  Occupation of the development is phased to 

align with the delivery of wastewater  

network reinforcement, in liaison with the service 

provider 

Thank you for your comments which are 

noted. It is considered that these matters – 

regarding phasing of development – are 

considered at the planning application 

stage when more technical details will be 

produced as part of developing the scheme 

and submitted with the application.  No 

change.   

West Sussex County 

Council 

 Policy 4 - The proposal to create a new vehicular 

access is supported. 

Thank you and noted.  

POLICY 5 – LAND AT GREENFIELDS, HENFIELD ROAD, UPPER BEEDING 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

‘Policy 5.  

4. A landscaping scheme is to be submitted with 

the planning application. Any development will 

need to consider the landscape impacts on the 

South Downs National Park’. 

Noted and changes made to the text. 

Alison Giacomelli 

Sussex and Kent Area 

Team 

Natural 

England 

Policy 5 – Land at Greenfields, Henfield Road, 

Upper Beeding  

This site is immediately adjacent to the South 

Downs National Park. Careful design of housing 

coming forward will be necessary, to avoid visual 

impact on the setting of the National Park. 

Thank you and noted.  

Hannah Hyland Environment Policy 5 – Land at Greenfields, Henfield, Upper Thank you.  Policy text has been changed.  
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Agency Beeding. We support the requirement that a Flood 

Risk Assessment should be produced to support this 

development. We would also recommend that the 

policy specifies that no built (residential) 

development take place in the area of FZ2/3 as 

detailed in the supporting text. 

 

South Downs National 

Park 

 Policy 5 – Land at Greenfields, Henfield Road, 

Upper Beeding 

This site is located adjacent to the boundary of the 

National Park therefore visibility and views from the 

SDNP should inform the earliest stages of design. 

Heights of buildings and roofscapes will be a 

significant aspect of this assessment as well as 

providing an appropriate boundary transition and 

buffer with the National Park.  

 

The letter from SDNPA contains some suggested 

text provided within response letter. 

Thank you.  The policy and supporting text 

have been updated.  

West Sussex County 

Council 

 Policy 5 Any development of this site should be 

supported by a comprehensive Flood Risk 

Assessment that in particular considers the flow 

route for surface water run-off originating from 

higher ground to the east, in particular Beeding Hill 

and to a lesser extent Windmill Hill, that routes 

immediately to the south of the proposed 

development (see Figure 1).  In addition, the Flood 

Risk Assessment ought to consider the in-

combination effect of tide-locked outfalls and a 

1:100 (plus climate change) storm event for the 

site. 

Thank you and noted.  This information has 

been inserted into the supporting text.  

POLICY 6 - RIVERSIDE CARAVAN PARK, UPPER BEEDING 

Hannah Hyland Environment 

Agency 

Policy 6 – Riverside Caravan Park, Upper Beeding 

This site falls wholly within Flood Zone 3 and as such 

Following a further exchange of 

correspondence between the EA and 
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without full justification we have concerns 

regarding its allocation, particularly for sheltered 

housing where residents will be more vulnerable. 

  

Provided that the LPA is satisfied that the 

Sequential Test has been passed it is important that 

the policy provides sufficient criteria to ensure that 

the exception test will be met given. It is important 

that your Plan also considers whether the flood risk 

issues associated with these sites can be safely 

managed to ensure development can come 

forward. Without this understanding we are unsure 

how your Plan can demonstrate compliance with 

the NPPF. 

 

Horsham DC (Nov/Dec 2018), further 

changes have been made to the supporting 

text and policy taking on board advice from 

the EA.   

West Sussex County 

Council 

 Policy 6 This policy relates to a site in Flood Zone 2 

adjacent to the Adur.  The Environment Agency 

has previously objected to this on grounds of fluvial 

flood risk.  The underlying geology is shown as 

being Terrace river deposits of sand and gravel 

that renders such a low lying site adjacent to the 

River prone to groundwater flooding in addition to 

the fluvial flood risk Figure 2b shows the site to be in 

an area at high risk from groundwater flooding 

(red).  It also will receive surface water run-off from 

the higher ground to the east (Windmill Hill). This 

combination, together with fluvial defences, 

renders the site very difficult to drain effectively 

under certain environmental conditions (persistent 

high / saturated groundwater) persistent rainfall 

and tide locking). If this site is to be allocated, this 

needs to be on an agreed basis with the 

Environment Agency and the Lead Local Flood 

Authority. 

Thank you. Following a further exchange of 

correspondence between the EA and 

Horsham DC (Nov/Dec 2018), further 

changes have been made to the supporting 

text and policy taking on board advice from 

the EA.   
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West Sussex County 

Council 

 Policy 6 - The width of Riverside is very narrow. The 

increase in traffic would need to be demonstrated 

as part of any formal planning application and 

suitable improvements can be implemented to 

overcome any issues raised. 

Thank you.  The policy text has been 

updated.  

POLICY 7 LAND AT VALERIE MANOR, HENFIELD ROAD, UPPER BEEDING 

Alison Giacomelli 

Sussex and Kent Area 

Team 

Natural 

England 

Policy 7 – New Development to Provide Further 

Care Home Provision at Valerie Manor, Henfield 

Road, Upper Beeding  

This site is within the National Park. We note that 

the policy includes a clause that development 

should not adversely affect the landscape 

character of the South Downs National Park. 

Natural England recommends amending this to 

add that there should also be no visual impact on 

the National Park. 

 

Thank you.  The policy text and supporting 

text has been updated.  

South Downs National 

Park 

 Policy 7 – New Development to provide further 

Care Home provision at Valerie manor, Henfield 

Road, Upper Beeding 

The site where the proposed further Care Home 

facilities are to be provided is clearly visible in 

views from the South Downs Way running to and 

from Beeding Hill. While we appreciate that new 

development will be seen in the context of existing 

built form, the site is highly sensitive due to its 

visibility from the SDNP and its nationally important 

trail and as a result of cultural heritage 

considerations i.e. Valerie Manor; listed at Grade II 

and likely associated with New House farm – a 19th 

Century farmstead, present on the Tithe Map and 

that the site is within the setting of the conservation 

area). 

 

Thank you.  The policy text and supporting 

text has been updated. However, suggested 

text is too detailed and lengthy to be 

provided in full within the actual policy. 
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The letter from SDNPA contains some suggested 

text provided within response letter. 

West Sussex County 

Council 

 Policy 7 The site is shown as being on slightly higher 

ground with a reasonable ~1:14 gradient from the 

road towards the stream.  Providing the southern 

portion of the site is excluded from development, 

the policy should be sufficient on flooding grounds.  

The Flood Risk Assessment should take into 

consideration the high risk of groundwater flooding 

shown in Figure 3b. 

Thank you.  The policy text and supporting 

text has been updated.  

POLICY 8 DESIGN STANDARDS FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT 

South Downs National 

Park 

 Policy 8 –Design Standards for New Development; 

second sentence 

The second sentence of this policy only refers to 

areas adjoining the National Park and therefore 

does not cover any development proposals that 

will come forward within the National Park. The text 

also needs some editing to reflect the wording in 

the SDLP 

Thank you. The text has been amended.  

POLICY 9 – COMMUNITY FACILITIES 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

It is recommended Policy 9 be converted to a 

Community Aim. It is suggested Infrastructure 

requirements outlined in Policy 9 are set out in an 

Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) stipulating the 

community’s infrastructure needs over the plan 

period. The IDP will be key document to justify any 

future CIL spending derived from development 

receipts generated within the Parish. 

Community facilities, both new and existing 

are important to local residents. It is likely 

they would wish for this policy to be retained 

as such. No change.  

POLICY 10 – EMPLOYMENT SITES AND SUPPORTING BUSINESSES 

On behalf of Hopegar 

Properties 

DMH Stallard We wholly support the contents of policy 10 in the 

Draft Neighbourhood Plan and fully support the 

Council’s view that the Mackleys site should be 

noted within policy 10 as it is our view that this site 

provides a significant employment offer in the 

Thank you and noted.  
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Parish. However, there are a couple of important 

points that we would like to bring to the attention 

of the Steering Group. 

On behalf of Hopegar 

Properties 

DMH Stallard Built-Up-Area Boundary 

It is our view that there are some inconsistencies 

with regards to the Built-Up-Area Boundary which 

need to be corrected. The Context Plan at 

Appendix A (Page 88) of the Draft Neighbourhood 

Plan indicates the Built-Up-Area boundary as 

shown within the area coloured in grey below 

(map contained within letter) However, it is 

important to note that the Plan entitled “Map 2: 

Extent of Built Up Area of Small Dole” which is 

shown on page 17 of the Draft Upper Beeding 

Neighbourhood Plan document and is also 

included within the Maps of UB Parish pack does 

not reflect the same boundary. This plan is shown 

below and it can be seen that the full extent of the 

southern boundary of the Built Up Area of Small 

Dole, and consequently the southern portion of 

the Mackleys Estate, is not included within this 

plan. It is our view that this plan needs to be 

updated to refer to the correct BUA Boundary by 

including the currently omitted southern section of 

the Built-Up-Area of Small Dole and the whole of 

the Mackleys Estate.  To not rectify this may result 

in confusion as to how the Built-Up-Area policies 

and Employment policies within the Draft 

Neighbourhood Plan can be applied in practice.   

 

Plans have been updated. 

On behalf of Hopegar 

Properties 

DMH Stallard Policy 10 states that “Existing business 

parks/industrial areas will be protected from 

change of use or redevelopment. These are shown 

on the Policies Map”. The Small Dole policies map 

Plans have been updated.  
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shows the extent of policy 10 in relation to the 

Mackleys Estate, it can be seen from the extract of 

the plan below that the policy does not cover the 

whole of the site. The site outlined in yellow does 

not include two of the existing industrial estate 

units on the site, and in addition it does not include 

the area of storage on the southern tip of the site.  

It is unclear as to why these parts of the site have 

not been included within the boundary of policy 

10 on the policies map. These parts of the site have 

been in use in connection with the wider estate 

and have been for a considerable amount of 

time. We consider that the boundary of policy 10 

in relation to Mackleys Estate needs to be 

amended to include the whole of the Estate, to 

not do so would result in these parts of the Estate 

not being afforded the same protection in relation 

to employments uses as the remainder of the site. 

On behalf of Hopegar 

Properties 

DMH Stallard An aerial view of the site is shown below. The area 

outlined in yellow on the map below is not 

included within the boundary of policy 10 on the 

policies map, however, the aerial image below 

clearly shows that this area is occupied by 2no.  

large linear industrial buildings. It should be noted 

that in total there are approximately 9 separate 

units within these 2no.  industrial buildings.  These 

units form an integral part of the existing Estate, 

they are occupied and have been in use for a 

considerable amount of time (planning permission 

was granted for these in 1994). It is therefore 

respectfully requested that this area of the site be 

included within the policies map. With regards to 

the southernmost part of the Mackleys Estate, (the 

area outlined in red below) this is an open storage 

Plans have been updated.  
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area which is an integral part of the existing Estate.  

It is used for an open storage use (B8) in 

connection with the JT Mackleys business and 

wider Industrial Estate, it has been used as such for 

some time, and it has planning permission for such 

uses (application reference:  UB/28/95).  

Furthermore, this open storage area is already 

included within the existing built-up-area boundary 

of the settlement of Small Dole, therefore the 

inclusion of this parcel of land would correspond 

with the existing built-up-area boundary of Small 

Dole, and it would not involve the loss of any land 

designated as a countryside area. 

On behalf of Hopegar 

Properties 

DMH Stallard We note that policy 10 supports two of the 

objectives of the Neighbourhood Plan, one of 

which (objective 4) is to secure the future of the 

existing employment uses within the parish and 

plan for their growth to serve and support the local 

economy. We are aware from the Local Economy 

Focus Group Report that one of the objectives of 

the group is to “Improve the local economy by 

improving & introducing new opportunities for 

businesses to grow & prosper, allowing significant 

local benefit from economic growth”.  It was 

noted in the same report that existing industrial 

areas in the Parish do have some future growth 

potential, although it was noted that most estates 

have developed to their capacity and new 

opportunities are either exhausted or extremely 

limited. It should be noted that by including the 

area of the south of the Mackleys Industrial Estate 

would enable an area approximately 1.1 hectares 

of land which could be made available for 

employment space, and this will help make a 

Plans have been updated.  
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significant contribution to the continued need for 

commercial space in the Parish and the District. 

South Downs National 

Park 

 Policy 10 –Employment Sites and Supporting 

Businesses 

Some of the employment sites referenced in the 

policy are located within the SDNP. This policy 

therefore needs to reflect the wording of the 

employment policies in the SDLP as it may have 

the potential to conflict with these otherwise 

Thank you.  Text has been updated.  The 

length of time suggested for a marketing 

campaign is not considered necessary to 

include within the text of the policy.   

POLICY 11 LOCAL GREEN SPACES 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

Revised NPPF: Paragraph 77 100   This section has been updated. 

Emma Grundy 

Asset Manager 

Horsham 

District 

Horsham District Council owns the land at Priory 

Field, Upper Beeding. We have not been 

consulted regarding designating our land as a 

Local Green Space and we object to the 

allocation of all of this area as a LGS.  See plan 

attached and aerial photograph. Horsham District 

Council would support the allocation of some of its 

land but not all as a LGS. We own the land edged 

in red but would like to take out the land edged in 

blue as this could be developed for housing. 

Horsham District Council would not object to the 

remaining area within the red edging being 

designated as a Local Green space. 

It is very unfortunate that the steering group 

did not make contact with HDC with regards 

to the proposed LGS as they did with the 

landowners of the proposed LGS sites.  At 

the time, there was confusion as to whether 

the land was owned by WSCC. However, 

the steering group has considered the 

comments from WSCC and agree to amend 

the LGS allocation in line with the map and 

information supplied.   

Alison Giacomelli 

Sussex and Kent Area 

Team 

Natural 

England 

Policy 11 – Local Green Spaces  

Natural England supports the inclusion of a policy 

on Local Green Spaces. 

Thank you and noted.  

Charlotte Mayall 

Development Manager 

Southern 

Water 

Southern Water understands Upper Beeding Parish 

Council’s intention to protect Local Green Spaces. 

However, we cannot support the current wording 

of policy 11, as it could create barriers to statutory 

utility providers, such as Southern Water, delivering 

Thank you and noted.  The text has been 

updated.  
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essential infrastructure required to serve existing 

and planned development allocated in the District 

or Neighbourhood Plan. Accordingly, we propose 

the following additional text to Policy 11 (new text 

underlined): 

No new development shall take place on the 

areas designated as Local Green Space other 

than in very special circumstances such as: 

[...]  

(iii)  The provision of essential utility infrastructure, 

where the benefit outweighs any harm or loss and 

it can be demonstrated there are no reasonable 

alternative sites available 

Chapter 8 – Non-Statutory Community Aspirations General 

South Downs National 

Park 

 It would be useful to reference in this section that 

the Parish Council can use its portion of 

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) monies to help 

deliver projects. In addition, it might be helpful if 

the community aspirations 2, 3 and 5 (on pages 81 

– 84 and set out in Appendix F) were listed in order 

of priority for CIL spending. This would help both us 

and Horsham in our infrastructure planning (i.e. 

identifying the most important projects for funding 

from both the SDNPA’s and Horsham’s CIL pot). 

Reference is made in para 8.1 to CIL. At this 

stage, the steering group do not find it 

necessary to list the aspirations in order. No 

change.  

Community Aspiration 1 - Shoreham Cement Works 

Community Aspiration 2 – Road, Access and Public Transport 

South Downs National 

Park 

 We have highlighted above that the Objectives 

and Spatial Strategy sections should refer to 

improving connections to the South Downs Way 

and the South Downs Link. Projects to address the 

following issues would be welcomed and 

supported. These issues include: 

From Upper Beeding the most direct route to South 

Downs Way would be from the small roundabout 

Thank you and noted.  The suggestions are 

perhaps too detailed/lengthy to be included 

within the aspirations.  In addition, some 

references relate to land within Bramber 

Parish and outside the UBNP area.  However, 

the aspiration has been amended to include 

further details.  
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in the village, along the A2037 down to the A283 

larger roundabout and then along a path from the 

car park next to the very busy A283 Road. 

However, the route just described is only suitable 

for road cyclists as the roadside verges are 

incomplete and one cannot walk along the whole 

length of the road. The path from the car park at 

the AA83 roundabout is also inadequate. Without 

improvements to the A2037, the alternative 

connection to the South Downs Way is via Castle 

Town and the Monarchs Way long distance path. 

Improvements would enable more circular routes 

from the settlements into the countryside. Further 

south, WSCC in liaison with SDNPA is looking at an 

improved design where the South Downs Way 

crosses the A283. The new path would 

accommodate horses more safely than the 

existing provision but the issue remains that the 

traffic speeds and volumes are very high which 

impacts on user enjoyment and perceptions of 

safety. The Community aspirations section in the 

plan should also reference equestrians as they are 

key users of the South Downs Way. From St Marys 

House, Bramber, an easy access trail has been 

created which connects with an improved 

riverside public footpath. This in turn connects with 

a relatively new Downs Link underpass which 

means that users of the Downs Link path do not 

have to cross the A283. The public footpath on the 

river bank is suitable for cyclists but they are not 

permitted to use it (although they do). An upgrade 

of this path to allow cyclists would be welcome. 

The public footpath along the river connects to 

the High Street at the bridge but the connection 
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does not provide access for all as steps are 

involved and the width is narrow with access 

directly onto the road. Improvements to this would 

also be welcomed. 

Community Aspiration 3 – Community and Social Infrastructure 

Community Aspiration 4 - Retail/tourism/regeneration 

Community Aspiration 5 - Broadband  

Appendices    

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer  

Horsham 

District Council 

Policy Maps:  

Small Dole Policy revC 

Sites 6, 18 and especially 19 are difficult to see. All 

sites proposed for allocation will need their own 

site map in order to define boundaries and full 

conformity with the basic conditions. 

Maps have been updated.  

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer 

Horsham 

District Council 

Policy Maps:  

Context plan revC.  

This is a helpful map. However, some designations 

such as Scheduled Ancient Monument, Site of 

Archaeological Importance are more difficult to 

see and an inset map of the built forms of Upper 

Beeding and Small Dole would help to show these 

smaller constraints in more detail. 

Maps have been updated 

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer  

Horsham 

District Council 

Policy Maps:  

Upper Beeding Sites  

All sites proposed for allocation will need their own 

site map in order to define boundaries and full 

conformity with the basic conditions. 

Maps have been updated.  Individual maps 

have not been provided but boundaries are 

now clear.  

Gavin Curwen 

Neighbourhood Planning 

Officer  

Horsham 

District Council 

Policy Maps:  

Upper Beeding Policy revC 

A map showing the precise locations of each 

Local Green Space would be helpful. 

Maps have been updated.  Individual maps 

have not been provided but boundaries are 

now clear. 

West Sussex County 

Council 

 The Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) has a 

statutory responsibility for the management of 

local flood risk, i.e. flooding from surface water, 

It is considered the flood zones would 

override the details required to be shown on 

the Policies Maps.  No change.    
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groundwater and ordinary watercourses.  

However, these risks do not necessarily operate in 

isolation and the comments below place local 

flood risk in the context of wider flood risks 

including flooding from Main River. It is considered 

that it would be helpful, and recommended by 

the LLFA, that the Site Maps in the Neighbourhood 

Plan include the fluvial flood zones. 

 

While the spatial strategy in paragraph 6.1 

acknowledges “The surface water and fluvial flood 

risk that the parish suffers from and which impacts 

significantly on residents”, this does not appear to 

have been considered adequately in the site 

selection process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Site assessment work has been undertaken 

by AECOM.  Further comments from WSCC 

on sites are welcomed.  A ST has been 

undertaken.  

West Sussex County 

Council 

 Appendix F. The various community aspirations are 

noted.  The Parish can pursue these, including 

through the Community Highway Schemes 

initiative. Footnote 46 states that “The funding is 

provisional at this stage. Further work will be 

needed to identify sources of funding and the cost 

of each project.” This should be made clearer to 

the reader, it is suggested this is a note above the 

table. This is in order to make it clear to the reader 

that the list of projects they are about to read are 

not approved and planned to come forward, but 

a list compiled from feedback at the 

neighbourhood plan consultation exercise and 

responses to specific consultations. The ‘Lead 

Body’ title should be changed to ‘Possible Lead 

Body’ this also highlights that these are not 

necessarily approved projects and the 

development lead may also be different if they 

were taken forward. 

Thank you and noted. Text changes have 

been made and additions made to the 

community aspiration.    
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It is welcomed that foot and cycle access is 

recognised as valuable for the future community 

by the desire to improve footpaths and bridleways 

in Appendix F.  The Upper Beeding Environment 

and Countryside Focus Team document of 2016 

identified a number of routes worthy of potential 

creation/ improvement, including a link to 

Steyning, but has not been included in the Draft 

Plan.  It is suggested that consideration be given to 

whether an off-road route connecting Upper 

Beeding and Steyning would be valuable and, if 

so, include this in the schemes on p111. 

Waste and Minerals Local Plan references on page 

90 should be updated. The West Sussex Waste 

Local Plan was adopted in 2014, the Joint Minerals 

Local Plan 2018. 

OTHER COMMENTS 

Charlotte Mayall 

Development Manager 

Southern 

Water 

Although there are no current plans, over the life 

of the Neighbourhood Plan, it may be that we will 

need to provide new or improved infrastructure 

either to serve new development and/or to meet 

stricter environmental standards. It is important to 

have policy provision in the Neighbourhood Plan 

which seeks to ensure that the necessary 

infrastructure is in place to meet these 

requirements. We could find no policies to support 

the general (ie non-site specific) provision of new 

or improved infrastructure.   

 

Proposed amendment 

To ensure consistency with the NPPF and facilitate 

sustainable development, we propose an 

additional policy as follows: 

New and improved utility infrastructure will be 

NP do not need to repeat policies that exist 

elsewhere in national and local planning 

policies.  It is not considered this policy is 

specific enough to the parish of upper 

Beeding to be included within the NP.  No 

change.  
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encouraged and supported in order to meet the 

identified needs of the community subject to other 

policies in the plan 

 

 


